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DEVELOPMENT AND HUMAN NEEDS·

Soedjatmoko

Indonesian National Development
Planning Agency tor Social

and Cultural Affairs

It Is Impossible to view with any degree
of equanimity the statistical Indications, re
flected In the 1978 World Development Re
port of the IBRD, that by the year 2000 the
total number In the world of absolutely poor
will bA600 million, of which 540 million will
live In the low Income countries. If one, then,
thinks of Its human-Implications and of what
such a situation could do to the possibilities
for the growth of open societies In the
future, the prospect simply becomes too
appalling to contemplate.

It should be-realized that In the low Income
countries especially, poverty Is not a new
phenomenon. There are whole regions, or
pockets within those countries, In which
absolute poverty has been endemic for gen
erations. In these areas, one finds a
markedly shorter life expectancy, a much
higher Infant mortality rate than the national
average, severemalnutrition, and as a result
a large percentageof people stunted In their
physical, psychic, cognitive and social ca
pabilities, affecting their capacity to respond
to, and Interest With, their environment. It is
not too difficult to visualize what the pre
sence of a large underclass of permanently
dam~ed people could do to the prospect
of a free and open society. It makes devel
opment theories which accept the inevita
bllltyof absolute poverty lasting two or more
generations unacceptable to any self res
pecting nation, howeverpoor.

• The views presented here are those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect those of the
Indonesian National Development Planning
Agency,to which the author is adviser.This article
Is the second of the lshizaka Memorial Lecture
Series delivered by Dr. Soedjatmoko in Tokyo on
March19,1979.

It is against the background of the Incapa
city of earlier develoment strategies to deal
with the problem of poverty through the
trickle down effect of economic growth, that
the so-called "basic needs" approach to de
velopment was developed as a direct attack
on poverty.Rejecting the implications for the
developing countries of the "Limits to
Growth" report to the Club of Rome, the
Bariloche Foundations in Argentine was the
first to develop, on the basis of certain as
sumptions regarding resource availabillty
and environmental constraints, a world
model which tried to show the feasibility of
meeting the basic needs of people all over
the world. This approach was subsequently
taken up by the ILO in 1976in the document
"Employment, Growth and Basic Needs: A
OneWorld Program", and has since become
part of the accepted phraseolggy of the inter·
national developmentcommunity. The Basic
Needs approach, then, constitutes an at·
tempt to come to grips directly with world
poverty by meeting the basic needs of the
lowest 40% income group, in the fields of
food, nutrition, health, education, hOUSing,
as well as through employment, and income
generating activities coupled with family
planning. It Is predicated on a policy pack
age consisting of a relatively high growth
rate (6·8%), redistribution of Income
and-up to a point-wealth, ra-orlentatlon of
investment, and a review of consumption
and production patterns. SubsequentlY0he
concept has been broadened to Include
certain non-matenet human needs.which to
gether can be taken as quantifiable deter
mlnants of the quality of life among the poor..

Even though the basic needsapproachort
ginated in the Third World, astrong trend has
recently developedIn the Third World reject·
ing the concept of basic needs.This reversal
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tn attitude does not stem so much from the
concept itself, as with the manner tn which
the concept was perceived and used by tn
dustrlal oountrles in their dealing with devel
oping countries. The supply of social
services to meet basic needs does,.in fact,
require mainly domestic and not foreign
financing. The basic needs approach was,
therefore, perceived by many In the Third
World, and not without some justification, as
a means for som6 Industrial countries to
reduce their aid levels by tying, and .thus
Ilmiting, foreign aid resources to basic
needs projects. It also provided them at the
same time with an excuse to do so while
being able to sound ahigh moralistic note,
as if they had discovered poverty In the
developing world, and as if·they were more
concerned about the poor than the elites In
the developing countries themselves. It
allowed for an easy way out In a setting that .
was characterized by a general disillusion
ment among major donor nations with the
results of foreign aid over the past two
decades,and by the growing deterioration 01
the' economic situation in their own
countries as well as Internationally. This was
creating difficulties In maintaining sufficient
domestic political support for existing
foreign aid levels. The suspicion also arose
that the popularity ot the basic needs
approach In Industrial countries reflected an
unexpressed desire on their part to keep the
Third WOrid as· non-oompetltive. largely
pSstoral societies, although maybe a little
better fed, housed and educated;

Tht1 P"lfUIc, of JlNo/ute Porerty Ellmlna-·
flon:1

Irrespective 01 whether such perceptions
are correct ~r constitute too unfair a
dismissal of genuine concern with world
poverty, the basic needs approach has
undoubtedly added to the conceptual and
operational tools of development. But even
in terms of Its own stated goals, as well as In
relation to the question of fleedom. the basic
needs approach has serious deficiencies
when It comes to reaching the absolutely
poor. Although certainly not so Intended (by
Its authors), basic needs could be met in
authoritarian or paternalistic ways. which do

. nothing to remove the sense of.

. powerlessness and dependencyof the P90r.

2

After all, a me Is also a place where basic
needs are being met. But it should also be
possible-and It certainly Is necessary-to
meet these needs in ways that release their. .
creative energies. that build up their setf- .
reliance, and their confidence In themselves,
making them in this way freer persons. It
has, fortunately In a way, turned ouHhat the
simple provision of basic social services
does not automatically lead to their use by
the poor In general.Only If the poorercommu
nities org!ill'llze themselves'and participate
actively in their planning and utilization, is
there a chance that the facilities provided
wiH actually be used and will assume tbetr
place In the life of the community. However,
even community participation, experience
has shown,does not ensure participation by
the poorest among them. Often, the relevant
Information about new facilities or
opportunities does not reachithem.What is
more difficult ·to remedy however Is, that
many of them are tied up, during the whole
day and part of the night, with all the
membersof the family who are old enough to
work, In very low-paying, very unproductive
work, simply In order to ensure thetr con
tinued subsistenCe. They have no time to
spare to go to the village heaJthpost. or
participate in anyyPluntarytype of community
activity, nor can they afford to take the risks
Involved In any new opportunities opened by
a variety of government programs In rural
development or food production. Only
assured higher Income from work or from
welfare support, would enable them to
abandon the mere survival strategy which
they havehadto adopt to stay alive.

We know In fact very little about' the
dynamics of the survival strategy which
enables the absolutely poor and their
fammes to survive after a -fashion. We do
know how totally dependent they are on the
fluctuatlons ofwages and food prices. They
cannot afford to reject any wages offered.
however low, nor to postpone the purchese
of foodstuff when prices are hlgl'!. But we
really don't know enough' abouUhe social
structures and the cultures. of absolute
poverty, to enable us to break th~ Pattern of
powerlessnese, of exploitation and'
permanent indebtedness that keeps them In
a state of dependency bordering on slavery.
Still, this has to be done, If the larger amount
of external resources made available to them



is not to flow back to people in the city or
their richer fellow vlli_gers.

We al~o don't know enough about the
geography of poverty: where,the absoluteiy
poor are exactly, nor do we know enough
about the specific causes of each particular
situation. Often, the absolutely poor are to
be found in small isolated islands, or in
remote mountain valleys, where history has
passed them by. But sometimes they live
close by, in places not too far from more
developed areas, but isolated by the poverty
of their natural resource endowment. Gen
erally, they are in quite large numbers, found
among the landless in the countryside, and
many are women. They live with their desti
tution unrecognized, because of the persis
tence of the myths about village life among
the urban elite, in which social harmony,
mutua} help and spirit of shared poverty is
assumed to prevail, while in reality sharp
distinctions in social stratification hav~ de
veloped, and traditional mutual obligations
havebeen replaced by contractual monetary
relationships. And there are of course, the
very poor in shanty towns- and city stume,
and those who~sleep on sidewalks and under
bridges; ~ch'situat!on requires different
waysof reaching them. in manycases, break
ing the isolation through linkage with wider
transportation and communication networks
will be enough to activate them. In other
Cases, the key lies in breaking the pattern of
exploitation and dependency;- through
releasing people from their indebtedness,
while at the same time providing them with
alternative, and- tesa exploitative ways, of
financing their actlvles, or through opening
alternative employment opportunities. But
quite often, too, the "land on which they /lve
is so poor and remote, and the resignation of
its people so great, that solutions may not be
easy. tt will require specific concentrated
efforts and the application of the best minds

'. of the country, from the universities, from
the voluntary associations, 'or from the
businessworld, applyng their entrepreneurial
ability in order to find the less obvious
solutions that are still within the reach of
these people. And as a last resort, there is of
course the posslbillty,of resettlement.

It is clear therefore, that the absolutely
poor cannot be reached and helped through
a generaUzed basic needs approach. It will
.requiTl1l1he iaylng on of a special track before
they can overcome the specific mental,
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physical and social debilltles associated
with absoiute poverty, and _become
responsive to the opportunities offered
through the basic needs approach and to the
community activitles which make these
facilities meaningful. Such a special track
in the development strategy must have first
claim on the total national resources of the
countlY, If the attack on absolute poverty is
to be effective at all, and if the persistence of
absolut~ poverty is not to havea permanent .'
effect .on the nature of the society that
development is supposed to bring forth. It
atso requires a special effort from econ
omists and social scientists to help us
understand better the phenomenon of abso
lute poverty In its various manifestations and
to get an operational handle-onthe problem.

TheBasic Needs Approach: II

It goes without saying that the special
track has to lead into the mo~e general effort
at overcoming rural and urban poverty and
backwardness thus also reducing the dualis
tic character of the" economy, through a
general basic needs approach. I have Qealt
elsewhere at some length with the various
programs that this approach invof.ves, and
will therefore on this occasion only stress
those aspects which have a bearing on our
general topic.

The limited experience in various
countries thus far, has shown that the supply
of basic servieesare only fully utliized if they
become integral parts of the self-organisa
tion and self-management capacity of the
urbanand rural poor. But it is with this revitali
satlon of the countryside and the informal
sector in the cities that the modernizing
bureaucratic state has the greatest difficulty.
It has proven to be extremely diffiCUlt to
reversethe trend towards overbureaucratlsa·
tlon of the countryside in favor of an essen
tially hands-off policy which allows, with or
wlthout the help of non-governmental volun
tary organisations, grassroots organisations
to develop, for cooperative effort In' the
marketing of agricultural produce, the
purchase of tertillsers and pesticides and'
other neededcommodities, in water manage- .
ment, in deveioplng credit unions and build
ing associations, or non-agricultural entre
prlses, It takes a While for the rural
bureaucracy to raallze that accountability to
their members of, the informal leaders
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elected to hold formal positions In such
organisations, constitute the greatest
educational and self corrective mechanism,
and the greatest force towards rural emanci
pation. It also takes time for a traditionally
paternalistic bureaucracy to realize the cru
cial importance of decentralisation. Also,
that it should not feel threatened by the
growing capacity for self·organisation and
self·management, and that the security risks
perceived are outweighed by the develop
mental dynamics released in this way. It
opens the way towards village autonomy and
active Village participation in development
planning and implementation. Another
obstacle Is the fact that many governmental
programs aimed at Increasing food produc
tion and the supply of credit facilities to
generate income and employment are
directed towards individual villagers. This
tends to further atomize the village rather
than stimulate organisation. They also tend
to ignore existing patterns of social strati
fication, and the desirability for the poorest
villagers to organize themselves separately
as an essential step towards improving their
local bargaining position, in the defence, or
the promotion of their own specific interests.

Just as the attempts to reach and help the
absolutely poor require the breaking up of
traditional social structures that keep them
in a state of permanent indebtedness and
dependency, the more general effort at
integrated rural development through a basic
needs approach, also requires structural
reform to overcome the impediments to its
effective implementation. This implies land
reform, improved land tenure practices, and
the consolidation of fragmented small
holdings into higher yielding farm systems
through group and cooperative
organisations. Also, the adoption of price
policies for different foodstuffs favors the
rural area than the urban, In a manner which
stimulates food production and increases
rural income, while at the same time
ensuring improved calory and protein mtake
among the urban poor and rural landless
labor. In general, the economic revitalisation
of the countryside through the basic needs
approach also needs changing·the terms of
trade between the urban and -.. the rural
sectors to the advantage of the latter
through realignment of import and export
duties, and a review of the exchange rl!it& in
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order to change the relative valuation of
labor and capital in favor of Jabor.

The basic needs approach also requires
industrial pOlicies giving priority to labor
intensive industries and labor intensive prO
ductlen processes compatible with the re
quirements of efficiency: policies favoring
capital Intensive industries serving small
rural ent-rsprises (e.g. processing plants,
cold storage facilities, motorized fishlng
boats, owned, or about to be owned, by
cooperatives .of primary producers);
tocatlonal policies ensuring proper geogra
phical distribution of Industries throughout

. the rural areas, and where possible with
forward and backward linkages to local
production and service capabilities; policies
which prevent modern sector entreprises to
compete und,:"y_'IIith local entre.prlses in the
rural areas,using local materials; and finally,
policies directing new investments in the
modern sector to support these policies.

In addition, it needs an increase in the
number of non-exploitative linkages between
the modern and the rural sectors, the devel
opment of a network of agricultural support
services, road systems and tranepertattcn
facilities,once rural institutions and capabl·
Iities havebecome strong enough.

The basic needs approach therefore calls
for institutional reform at the national level
and macroeconomic policies that are sup

.portlve of it. Without them, any aChievement
in rural development will eventually be Short-
lived. It is therefore a fallacy to assume that
the basic needs app(oach could ever be a de
velopment strategy by itself. At best, It Is an
essential element of one which requires
fundamental changes in the pattern of
growth underlying the development strategy.

The basic needs approach is often seen
and presented, as a means towards more
equitable distribution of Income as well as
of the development burden. Shifts in the
patterns of growth coupled with an emphasis
on basic needs, undoubtedly have an
improved distributive effect.

There are however some cases when In-
, come distribution will not be adequate to

achieve a more equitable society. The initial
distribution of wealth may be so skewed, or
baseline prOductive capacity may be so low,
that redistribution of assets may be
i!)evltable. Even then, In iarge, populous
developing countries an unusually . high
growth rate and a rapidly expanding modern .



sector, may still not be able to absorb the
large labor surplus resulting from the
modernisation of agriculture. Therefore,
irrespective of whether a strategy pursued is
that of growth before distribution, growth
with distribution, or distribution before
growth, a separate effort to eliminate suc
cessfully absolute poverty with a first claim
on national resources, will still be necessary.
No development strategy which treats
absolute poverty as a residual problem will
do. We will have to turn development think
Ing upside down.

Once absolute poverty and all attendant
physical and mental debilities are overcome,
a great deal of developmentalenergy among
the poor maybe released.In those regions in
India where this has happened,we were also
witnessing major shifts in the distribution of
economic as well as political power between
the lower and the higher castes, amounting
to a quiet social revolution. Because it is
almost an autonomous process, it is accom
panied by a great deal of rural violence.
Nevertheless,it is an ongoing process Which
undoubtedly will profoundly change both
Indian politics and culture. As the Indian
experience shOWS, the emergence of the
poor Into the political and economic life of
the country, is a process that is unevenand
very much dependent on the local
coincidence of protective and stimulating
political leadership, and aptitudes, drives
and or,ganizlng capacity amongthe poor.

Obviously, even when absolute poverty
has been overcome, the basic needs
approach among the poor is still essential.
Income,food, nutrition, and health, including
clean water, might be the most urgent
i"gredients of such an approach. Then
efforts at combining legislation on the
national and regional levels,and the develop
ment of organisational capability could fol
low.community organisations and activities
should not only have access to relevant in
formation in sufficient quantity, but should
also become part of an informational uni
verse at the local and regional levelS. The
amount and kinds of Information usually
dispensed through extension workers or the
village chieftain, simply wQn't be enough to
provide the mental stimulation and the
awareness of opportunities that the revitall
satlon of the poor requires.This includes not
only access to information and information
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channels but also shared control over in
formation channels. The decentralteetton of
information networks, and the democratisa
tion of their control would be essential pre
conditions for such success.

Redressing Structural Disparities: Regional
Development and Indigenous Entrepreneur
ship: III

If rural development through the basic
needs approach enables a former colony to
overcome one major structural deficiency,
t.e. the dualistic character of its economy,
there are other structural imbalances
inherited from both the colonial and pre
colonial periods which need to be redressed.
The new post-colonial nations generally
emerged with a strongly developed center,
symbolized by their primate cities, and an
underdeveloped periphery. Historical trading
routes added to the uneven development
among the various regions of the country, an
imbalance which lies at the root of the many
international and Inter-ethntetensions, rival
ries and conflicts which have marked the
history of the post independence period of
many of these nations. A development
strategy which takes these structural im
balances for granted, is bound to run into
considerable political problems, when econ
omic growth turns out to aggravate rather
than to reduce these problems. This there
fore calls for one other track In the develop
ment efforts, namely regional development
aimed specifically at removing the cause of
such tensions and pursued simultaneously
with economic growth.

There is also on this point another im
balance which will have to be redressed, l.e.
the one between the foreign and the domes
tic sectors of the economy.Colonial rule was
characterized by the domination of the
foreign sector. There were few Indigenous
entrepreneurs of any significance while the
mediating role, connecting the traditional
hinterland and the colonial center, was
entrusted largely to particular ethnic groups,
who were either Indigenous to the region, or
whose Immigration was encouraged by the
colonial rules. Thetransformation in the post
independence period from an essentially,
colonial economy to a national growth
economy turns around the development of
an indigenous entrepreneurial class, capable
of standing on its own, and no longer de-
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pendent on the foreign sector in its country,
or on other external economic forces. In
many of these countries, these indigenous
entrepreneurs came after independence
from the western educated upper class,
often after some experience in the govern
ment bureaucracy, either through the civil
service or through the government entre
pnsee. The development of an independent
entrepreneurial middle class however, does
not only depend on this relatively small num
ber of people,but will in the long run depend
in large measure on a developing nation's
capacity to tum small traders and entrepre
neurs in the cities' informal sector, as well as
in the countryside into modern business
men.

The developmental potential of these tra
ditional peddlers, artisans, and small, en
trepreneurs, is often overlooked in the more
conventional pursuit of economic growth.
A developmentstrategy which aims at social
justice by overcoming structural imbalances,
as well as by broadening the social base of
dovelopment, cannot afford to overlook this
poterltial resource. Regional and rural em
ployment creating development may In t~ls

respect alsoibecome'an Important factor In
the developmentof such a middle class.

A former colony which wants to lay the'
foundations for equitable development then,
will have to make a deliberate effort at over
coming the structural disparities it has in
herited, while pursuing economic growth.
This leads to four separate but interdepen
dent tracks along which It will haveto pursue
development goals simUltaneously.The first
track'deals with absolute poverty and which
should havefirst,.an uncontestable, claim on
total national resources.

The second, into which the first leads, is
rural development through a basic needsap
proach. The third track alms at removing
other structural Imbalances that have to do
with the center-periphery, city-countryside,
modem-traditional, and intraregional dis
parities and imbalances. It also Includes
the separate, but in many ways ,overlapping
effort of building an. indigenous entrepre
neurial class. The fourth track is the develop
ment of the modem sector..

Growth andtheModern Sector-IV.
Beyond the need to give priority to labor

intensive industries in the modem sector
and to enlarge-as much as is consistent

&

with efficiency standards-the labor inten
sive component in production processes,
development studies. have paid relatively
little attention to the kind of modem sector
development which would fit an overall em
ployment generating equity model. Whatever
the development model used, the modern
sector constitutes the main engine of
growth. Until rural sector modernisation and'
industrialisation has managedto develop Its
own Internal engines of growth, overall
growth ..will very much depend on the
dynamism of the modern sector. The two
sectors, however,do not automatically dove
tail.

The methodology to bring this about and
to stimulate the growth of the modem sector
in this direction, however, is woefully .in
adequate as is the theoretical underpinning
of such a methodology. The problems to be
faced therefore are many. It Is obvious for
instance, that the smail scale rural and In
formal urban sector Industries need in their
Initial stages, some protection against the
more efficient, more capital,and technology
Intensive modem Industries. Veryiittle is
known about how to do this effectively and
efficiently without' harming longer term
growth. The new Indian five-year plan has
drawn up a now continUOUSly expanding
list of products that should not be manu
factured by the modem sector, but reserved
for the rural areas and the informal sectors.
Even when this policy is effective, it remains
uncertain whether production of these
goods in rural areasand informal sectors will
actually take place on the scale needed and
envisioned. A great deal .more thought
should be given to this legitimate problem,
and a great deal more experimentation is
neededas well.

Another area requiring more study and ex
perimentation is the potential complemen
tarity Qetween the modern and the moderni
zing traditional sectors, through for instance.
the development of forward and backward
linkages of' 'a non-exploitative nature with
productive capability in the rural areas and
the informal sector of urban or rural-based
high technology Industries. Particular forms
of technical assistance to such small scale
entreprises owned by weak segments of the
population should be developedas well.

Present approaches, popular in many UN
agencies, which set up nationwide advisory
systemsto assist small businessesIn solving



their problems, seem ineffective. Other
possibly more localized, specific methods
will have to be devised; especially those
which do not further enlarge the central
bureaucracy In rural areas. A more effective
search should also be conducted towards
forms of collective ownership of high tech
nology processing facilities of rural produce,
like cold storage plants for fish, or sugar
mills, by its primaryproducers.

The equity problem exists In the modern
sector < Itself, as a result of the natural
capitalist tendencies towards capital accu
mulatlon, concentration of wealth and aeon
omic power. The problem however Is even
more fundamental. The democratisation of
the modernizing bureaucratic state, neees
sary for continued development, equitable
growth and stability, requires the effective
prevention of collusion, and even marriage,
between economic and political power. In
some developing countries such collusion,
leading to the concentration of politically
protected wealth in a small number of
families, has already led to a breakdown of
the political sy.,stem or fragmentation of the
country, or both. Prevention of such poest
bility then, calls for the detachment of gov·
ernment entreprises from the exclusive
control by particular segments of the
bureaucracy, In order to prevent these
entreprises from' becoming their private
fiefdoms, and also to prevent them from
gaining control over the government bureau
cracy. It also calls for the democratisation of
control of state entreprtses in general, and
the development of a broad basis of social
ownerShip, through participation of their
workers, labor-unions, associate coopera
tives, consumers,as well as of course,of the
government. Already at an early stage, anti
trust legislation, applicable both to govern
mententreprlses and to privatecorporations
will benecessary. Thereis also a nee,d for ex

< plicit ,conflict of interest regulations, and
openness and public accountability in busi
ness transactions between government and
private companies. It may also be necessary
to developeffective meansfor social control
of large private corporations, through taxa
tion and investment policies, including
-capital gains tax or other forms of redistri
bution fo retained earnings,and also through
legislation governing labor-management
relations, Including workers' participation in
management and forms of equity soaring.
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There is already a large body of exper
ience in manyindustrial countries on various
forms-expressions of different ideological
and philosopohlcal orientations, and evena
few experiments in some developing
countries, which developing countries
should do well to draw lessons from, when it
comes to shaping production relations In the
modernsector In ways which will not reduce
the Incentives to.wams economic growth,
but at the same time will also make them
serveother social ends. There Is actually no
reason why capitalism, domestic as well as
International, should reserve its more
socially responsible face only for the Indus
trial world,' while pursuing 19th century
styles of operation In the Third World. In this
respect, Important lessons could also be
drawn from some of the very significant ex
perimentations, e.g. in Sweden and the
United States, In the organisation ofwork in
the production process, with a view to pro
videgreaterjob satisfaction, preserve human
dignity, and prevent alienation and loss of
morale. '

A modernsector structured in this fashion
neednot be inimical to private foreign-Invest
ment. It may, In fact, reduce potential
hostility of critics who tend to look at the
presence of transnational corporations as a
major source of rigidities hampering,adjUst
ment to a more equitable development pat
tern, and to the democratisation of the
modernizing bureaucratic state: Such a
modern sector mIght evenbe capable of ab
sorbing much larger foreign Investment at
lower political cost. At the same time, there
Is an urgent need for new, nan-conventional <

forms of private investment. Some of these
have, been suggested in a study of the
Trilateral Commission. They are: techno
logy transfer, inQluding local prOduction,
separate from equity and management par
ticipation; gradual transfer of ownership to
local entrepreneurs, with the help of a spe
cial disinvestment fund;, broadening of
production sharing arrangements beyond
the now generally aCC$pted area of the ex
tractive Industries; and transfer of know
how of medium and small scale industries
with the help of donor government funds to
private entreprlse. Some of these sugges
tions are of special importance for the de
velopment of tha rural and urban informal
sectors in the first three tracks of a multitrack
development strategy. It is in these areas
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that industrial countrtes could significantly
contribute to an equitable development
pattern which is increasingly responsive to
the needs of human freedom. It would also
dispel the notion that in the final analysis
private foreign investment in developing
oountries, often closely allied with the
holders of poweror their extensions Into the
bureaucracy or the domestic private sector,
..feels most oomfortable In authoritarian sit
uations where sooial unrest can be sup.
pressed.

This picture would not be complete
without some reference to a new pheno
menon In the pattern of International re
source flows: the International capital
markets,which havein the most recent years
been responsible for a consfderableamount
of lending to developing countries.
Important as the phenomenon Is, it should
not be overlooked that these markets serve
mainly the middle income countries. Also,
large borrowings from the capital markets
make governments of developing eeunmee
excessively concerned with maintaining
their credit worthiness. To this end, and to
enablein that waytheir International bankers
to roll over these generally short term
credits, the flexibi,lty of governments to
meet needsof social developmentand other
developmental goals is reduoed, and the de
velopment process becomes seriouslystailed:
Apart from the vulnerability of the system In
general, a political baoklash against this

- kind of borrowing may develop with serious
consequences for both the borrowing
government, and for North-Southrelations In
general.It is primarily for this reasonthat the
availability of furo::ting through tne interna
tionai capital market should therefore not be
seen as a substitute for developmentaid, or
as a valid reason for the reduction of aid
ievels.

One final element to round out this
picture, is corruption: There are of course
various kinds of corruption, from petty
pilfering because of Inadequat~ pay scales
to more serious forms resulting from a
genuine,and almost Innocent, lack of aware
ness that certain practices considered nor
mal in a decaying patrimonial state, are no
longer acceptable in a modern state. Stin
other forms of corruption stem from the
development of many grey are~ where the
rapid expansion of the economy has out
stripped the legislative and bureaucratic
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capacity to regulate, and are therefore
without effective regulations. One of the
most serious forms of corruption however,is
the result of competitive pressureson trans
national entreprlses from different donor
countries for government contracts or
concessions. The brazenness· with which
large amounts of money are dangled before
governmentofficials is not only a measureof .
the greed of some of the transnational cor
porations, but also of the contempt, often
with ractal overtones, with which they hold
people in developing countries. Without an
international convention, cooperative action
among governments in developing coun
tries, and self-policing mechanisms in. the
international businessworld, these practices
can hardly be curbed,except when the greed
of corrupt officials prices these countries
out of this particular market.The point here,
however, is that such collUSion of interests
and .malpractices seriously reduces the
nation's capacity to' make th"e social and
political adjustments which.. changing
developmental needsrequire, in order for the
.government to retain credibility, legitimacy
and political viabillty, at very high economic·
and political cost whenthe backlashoccurs.

The Elite: Soft Of Tough?

De\lelopment pursued along these four
separate tracks will enable, the structurally
and historicalfy disadvantaged parts of the
country and segments of the population, to
developalong with the growth of the modern
sector, the main engine of economic growth
In the first stagesof development.

In this fashion, a broad social base for the
development effort may be estabillmed,
encompassing the whole of the country and
popUlation, Including the socially and econ
omically weak. It will also makepossible the
development of an Integrated Internal
market, from preViOUsly fragmented markets
of colonial times, characterized by low
effective demand. A growing Integrated
domestic market will in turn stimulate the
growth of the modernsector, something that
Is becoming of prime Importance as the
external markets for export oriented
industries. fall away, or become seriously
limited as a result of.growing protectionism
In the Industrial countrlets. An effective de
velopment strategy pursuing its pluralistic
objectives, therefore must effectively



concHiate the conflicting demands between'
the modern sector and the other develop
mental tracks. At the sametime. It should be
realizedthat the needs for the various tracks
may conflict with each other only in the first
stages of development, and may become
increasingly complementary as development
Pfogresses. Nevertheless, it will not be an
easy task. especially when we consider that
in many ways the analytical tools that would
help us make the proper judgements in
conciliating those requirements are still
w'eakor nonexistent. At the present. it may
very much depend on the intuitive political
-judgements of the developmental leader
ship.

Recent history in Latin America and Asia
. has shown that not all developing countries
have the capacity to switch from the con
ventional growth model to an equity model,
Such countries have experienced extreme
polarization. violence. and even societal
breakdown. It seems that there Is a point
whenthe growth process along conventional
capitalist lines becomes Irreversible and has
to be Increasingly maintained through re
pressive policies. In such countries, the
engine of growth, In the words of E. Iglesias.
Is fuelled by the consumption needs.of the
upper and middle income strata. This has
led to patterns of consumption and produc
tion which 'imltate those in industrial coun
tries. The neglect of the. capital and interme
diate goods sectors in such economies has
Increased their external dependency. The
unequal income distribution of this type of
growth has led to well entrenched concen
tration of economic power, often with close
connection with the centers of power in the
modernizIng bureaucratic states. They
constitute a major source of rigidities pre
venting the state from adjusting to new de
veloment requirements. like the wider dis
persal of economic opportunities and power,
for the sakeof continued, but.moreequitable
growth. '

The mo&t difficult adjustment. however~
follows from a basic needs approach, and
especially from the commitment to the e~atjj

cation of absolute poverty, through a multi
track development strategy, becsuae this
requires a fundamental reallocation of
national resources, affecting the lifestyle
and consumerhabits of the country;s elite.

The IBRO's World Development Rep.ort
projections about the magnitude of absolute
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poverty by the year 2000, do take into ac
count the variety of growth patterns with
different distribution effects. It does
however, though not explicitly, seem to take
existing consumption patterns of the elite in
these countries to continue to be Imitative of
the international ones. The fundamental
question on which hInges the success of an
anti-poverty multitrack development stra
tegy, is whether the elites in these countries
have the will and the strength to forego the
lifestyles of affluent consumer societies.

"-
There are powerful factors that work

against the adoption of a lifestyle of frugality
and consumption restraint by the elite.
Japanmodernized in relative isolation. It has
a vigorous upper class which lived frugally. It
is this frugality of their lifestyle, together
with the traditional social discipline of the'
Japanese peasantry. which made capital
accumulation possible, allowing Japan, In

. tum to industrialize rapidly. The overwhelm
Ing impact of International communications,
travel. education and the demonstration,
effect of the affluent lifestyle of Industrial
nations. sometimes veryCloseto the borders
of the developing country concerned, makes
it well nigh impossible now to repeat the
Japaneseexample.Also, most often the Etllte
in these countries have themseLves been
pcorjor long. maybetoo long, making It very
hard for them to curb their expectations and
their fUlfillment..There are also deep seated
cultural obstacles In many traditional
cultures wherewealth Is seenas the outward
manifestation of power. The traditionaf
nobility. even when It was losing power
during the colonial period, generally
maintained the display of wealth and style of
(Spending. as the external manifestation of
rank and positIon, if n9t of power. If in the

~ history of many capitalist societies wealth
created power, In manydeveloping countries
emerging from tradltfonal norms of social
and political behavior, power was a neces
sarycondition for the creation of wealth.

Another set of obstacles have to do.with
the presence of. a sometimes large Interna
tional community in a low income country.
The demonstration effect of their affluent
lifestyles on the local elite, whIch is as good
as,and sometimes evenbetter than the ones '
they are used to in their own country, shouid
not be underestimated. It raises the ques
tion as to what extent it would be possible to
attract good business personnel, and a high
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quality of foreign experts and advisers, if
limits were to be set on their lifestyle during
their period of stay. This problem is further
complicated by the competition between
business entreprtses from different indus
trial countries, playing up to local greed in
order to land sizable contracts, thereby
fueling it even more. In addition, present
mechanism for transfer of science and tech
nology inevitably makes part of tne elite
share, to some extent, cosmopolitan culture
and its affluent lifestyles. '

It is obvious then that the commitment to
deal effectively with the problem of absolute
poverty as a first priority with first claim on
national resources, constitutes a major test
for the robustness, strength, vision and crea
tivity of the country's elite. The elite may
refuse to face up to the problem, may prefer
to drift with the status quo, by which after all
it has done rather well, and let the future, i.e.
their children, take care of itself. It may even
seriously believe that "catching up" with the
West and imitating their lifestyle and
spending habits, is the name of the game,
rather than fr.ugality and creativeproduc·
tiveness. Such an elite, carried along by the
tide of an externally fuelled, dependent but
expanding modern sector, weak in its self
indulgence, may well find itself at some
point, faced with the necessity to be "tough"
in the suppression of discontent and social
tension. If on the other hand, theelit& can
find within itself the toughness, the strength
of character, social vision, and moral res
ponsibility, to stick to a commitment to bring
up the whole country and all its people, in
the process of development towards a
materially better, more just and freer society,
and to forego an affluent lifestyle for them
selves, the management of the conflicting
requirements of development, equity and
freedom, while still extremely difficult, be
comes feasible. It will then be possible for a
developing country to accept the massive
redirection of national ,resources, and to
direct the determination of its people to
develop their own scientific and techno
logical creativity for the specific solutions of
their country's' problems in ways that are
consonant with their basic values and pur
poses. It will also be possible fo'rl~he elite
to exercise voluntarily self-restraint in their,
consumption habits out of a sense of social
solidarity with the weak and the poor. There
Is most likely no other way. The need for
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social solidarity and consumption restraint
on the part of the elite in order to be able to
maintain both the stability and momentum of
development, is such that only a strong
authoritarian regime, could meet it. Notions'
of catching up with the West may also be
destructive to, the maintenance of social
solidarity and national unity required by a
country grappling with the problem of
poverty. The authoritarian imposition of
consumption restraint, and the redirection of
resources however will require a strengthen
ing of the bureaucratic character of the
state. But at the prevailing level of bureau
cratic efficiency this may turn out to be self
defeating, irrespective of whether such a
bureaucracy is oriented towards the left or
the right.

There is therefore a need, not just for
another development strategy, but for an
alternative concept or ideology of develop
ment and modernisation which does not
simply aim at growth with the consequent
affluence of the few, but which aims at
sufficiency for all. Such alternative should
also encourage the elite to restrain
voluntarily its consumption patterns by not
only considering the level of International.
standards of well being, but also the
capacities and limitations of their own
society and its poor majority. This concept
of development Is based not on the pursuit
of individual interest and competition, but on
social solldarjty and cooperation;

The need to solve the problem of demo
graphy and poverty forces on such elite the
necessity to use science and technology pri
marily for specific social ends, which are
different from those of industrial nations at
present. This will also require different atti
tudes, not only' towards science and
technology, but ~Iso towards nature and
mankind's relationShip to it. This in turn
raises fundamental questions about man's
place on earth, the meaning of his life and
the ultimate questlona regarding It, includ
ing his relationship with his fellow human
beings, forCing him to 'redefine'himself and
hISculture.
. At the same time the revitalisation of the

poor, the release of their creativity, their
participation in national life, if brought about
successfUlly through the management of the
conflicting requirements of development,
equity and stability, and through the growth
of an indigenous information universe as an



essential instrument in this process of
emancipation and national integration,
would profoundly affect the nature, depth
and direction of the modernisation process,
thereby changing the elite as well. The deter
mination to work out a different develop
ment trajectory in order to solve the prob
lems of demography and poverty, therefore,
may ultimately lead to the emergence of dif·
ferent civilisations.

TheRoleof Foreign Aid

At this point, a few words are in order
about foreign assistance. The question here
is how it can support the multiple
development goals of economic growth,
equity and freedom. In recent years we have
seen an expansion of the concept of aid from
its conventional role that includes support
for the basic needs approach. In fact, a
discernible shift has taken place in the aid
policy of many donor nations, heaviiy
emphasizing, and even exclusively limiting
foreign aid to basic needs programs.

As basic needs requirements have only a
very small external component, this tends to
reinforce the inclination to reduce aid levels
to the level of absorptive capacity of the
countryside. The fallacy of this perspective
is oevlous. The basic needs model is not a
substitute but a complement of a develop
ment strategy. In a multitrack concept of
development it becomes even more obvious.
It can therefore be argued that the sincerity
of the concern of donor countries for
poverty, freedom and human rights, is tested
by the degree of their support to the basic
needs approach, their willingness to provide
assistance to basic needs programs and the
elimination of absolute poverty, in addition
to their support for the national develop
ment program of a country In general.

Serious support for an absolute poverty.
elimination program and a basic needs ap
proach, would have to take place on both
government to government and people to
people levels.

It should be clear that such international
support should avoid providing the kind or
mode of financing social development and
ruraltnatltution building, which would auto
matically lead 10 the further bureaucratisa
tion of the countryside. Special emphasis
should be given on people to people
programs which deal with the specific
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problems of absolute poverty, especially in
searching for local or regional patterns for
solutions. Government to government
programs could concentrate on the poorest
areas Which are beyond the reach of the
usual bureaucratic machinery and its ad
ministrative methods. The search for patterns
through experimentation is of course valua
ble by itself, but it could also be considered
inputs for subsequent,. more generalized
governmental programs. It is especially in
local experiments of this kind where volun
tary associations on both sides, cooperating
together, could, provide valuable assistance.
Rural infrastructure building and programs
for ecological improvement, implemented
through community action and institutions
at the village level, could have an income and
employment generating effect on the
absolutely poor, paying wages which are at
least competitive to those paid in agricul
ture.

Foreign aid would also be needed in order
to strengthen local research and
development capacity, necessary for the
development of the technology appropriate
to the modernisation of the agriculture and
non-agricultural sectors in the countryside
and in the informal urban sector. The next
required step on the technological ladder
would not only depend on technological
requirements, but also on their social lm
pllcatlons. We are concerned here with the
socta! structure in which each piece of
technology comes to place. The basic
question is which step on the technological
ladder will strengthen present ownership
among the poor, or stimulate future private
or collective ownership by the poor.

Aid could also be effectively used for the
development of financing institutions which
would provide both investment funds and
operating capital together With technical
assistance for the very small businesses In
the rural and informal sectors needed for the
upgrading and modernisation of small
entrepreneurs. These finance institutions
should also be capable of assisting
cooperatives and other voluntary
associations in the informal and rural
sectors, to acquire and to own, cooperative
ly, high technology equipment needed for
unavoidable technological jumps in order to

.increase productivity. Technical assistance
mechanisms including assistance in the
field of organisation would also be necss-
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sary here. Organisational assistance would
.of course have' to be given by indigenous
voluntary groups, leaving the technical
assistance for the operation, management
and maintenance of the equipment in the
handsof foreign voluntary groups.

Conversely, high technology processing
centers of agricultural produce could, at first
be owned by outside capital, provided dis
investment funds through foreign assistance
could be made available in order to ensure
the eventual ownership by the people In the
countryside.

Finally, foreign assistance could be used,
both in the donor country and In the
receiving country, to sustain the study of
developmentand to help makethe search for
~ democratic development theory and its
economic, social as well as political, policy
implfcations at the macro and micro levels,
attractive enough to draw the best minds in
their respective countries. It is also
conceivableand desirable that such a search
be conducted jointly by interdiaciplinary
efforts among Third World and First World·
scholars andpractitioners.

SUMMARY

In our search then for a democratic de
velopment theory capable of bringing about
social transformation of developing
societies through economic growth and
social justice, in wayswhich uphold freedom
and with the promise of continuously en
larging scope, the foregoing analysis sug
gests the hypothesis that such a theory
should include the following elements:

- That a mUltitrack development strategy
would make possible redressing the struc
tural imbalances by dealing directly with the
social structure of Inequality. Coupled with
policies aiming to provide equal access to
and protection of the law, equal opportuni
ties for employment, education, health, corn
rnunicatlon and culture, the multitracK' de- .
velopment strategy would enhance the pos-
sibility of equitable development. .
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- That such' a multitrack development
strategy would also enhance the possibJllty
for freedom from want and from oppression.

- That a special absolute poverty track,
and the more general basic needs approach,
within the context of an employment and ln
come generating rural development policy,
together with the structural Changes needed .
to support this, would not only enlarge the
possibility of attaining freedom from want,
but would also enlarge positive freedom.
Thesevarious tracks call for methods which
enlarge choice, and opportunities for Initia
tive and participation in decision making,
by the poor themselves without which any
povertyprogramwill remain ineffective.

Still many questiOfls remain. What Should
or could be the non-material reward system
which could reinforce an ,equity develop
ment ideology of this kind?

What are the characteristics of the kind of
solidarity-making leadership that could
pursuesuch a developmentstrategy?

How does a bureaucratic ana professional
elite intemalize the restraints upon itself
which such a course demands,and what are
the limits to the specific. restraints it is
willing to beat; regarding for Instance the.
freedom to travel abroad, to choose occupa
tions, to produce, and for civil servants to
own property?

At which point will aneliteprefer to use its
freedom to leave the country rather than to
serve its hardships, as has. actually hap
pened in some countries?

The balance between equitable distribu
tion and incentive Is a function of the
particular CUlture concerned, but what
cultural motivations can be brought to bear
on affecting this balance? .

These are the kinds of questions which
have to be illuminated. They require a great
deal of thought in the.search for a democra
tic development theory. They in fact define
the concept of freedom in the development
effort of poor populous countries which are
bound to remainpoor for a long time.



Equality has often been seen as incom
patible with freedom, and there is such his
torical precedence for the validity of this
view. A multitrack development strategy
effectively managingan equilibrium between
the conflicting demands of economic
growth, equity and stability however, may
find how closely related in the development
procees,equity and freedomare.Theymay in
fact be two sides of the same coin. It this
turns out to be correct, the prospects of
freedom in development are less discour
aging than what historical precedence and
future projections seemto indicate.

This veryprovisional sketch of someof the
elements which constitute a democratic
development theory, capable of dealing with
the political economy of freedom, may for all
its Incompleteness, at least direct the
search for such a theory. It also suggests
that the struggle for development in freedom
cannot be successfully waged in isolation
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from the rest of the world. It requires a new
international order which addresses the
problem of the industrialisation and moder
nisation of the South in ways which do not
increase dependency and authoritarianism,
not only at tne intergovernmental level, but
also in the modus operandi of business cor
porations.

It also requires new patterns of effective
economic relationships among Third World
countries themselves. Such international
economic factors have an important bearing
on a nation's capacity to follow the different
trajectory for its developmentwhich its com
mitment to equity and justice demands.
These linkages then urgently deservefurther
study. At the same time, this sketch also
suggests the importance of political and
ideological motivation, of the resuscitation
of cultural values,and of personal as well as
national pride in such values, in determining
a nation's capacity to develop in freedom. 0

"EQUALITY HAS OFTEN BEEN SEEN AS INC'!.~MPATJBLE WITH FREEDOM, AND
THERE IS SUCH HISTORICAL PR~CEDENCE FOR THE VALIDITY OF THIS VIEW. A MULTI·
TRACK DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY EFFECTIVELY MANAGING AN EQUILIBRIUM BE·
TWEEN THE CONFLICTING DEMANDS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH, EQUITYAND STABILITY
HOWEVER, MAY FIND HOW CLOSELY RELATED IN THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS,
EQUITYAND FREEDOMARE••.• "
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FIVE-YEAR PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
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Introduction

The current five-year plan of the Philip
pines is the fifth development plan since
1967. It is the second of the fixed-term plans
(theearlier ones havingbeen rolled overafter
a mid-term review) and the first fiye-yearplan
(the previous ones being of tour-year dura
tion). Unlike its predecessors, the current
plan has beendrawn up within the context of
a medium-term plan (1978-1987) and a long
term plan that stretches up to the end of the
century.

Unlike the previous plans, the current five
year plan has benefited most from the ela
boration of the new alternative development
strategy-the basic needs approach. Also,
the country has had the benefit of a "sneak
preview" of the basic needs approach-in
the-making when it hosted a few years back
one of IlO's employment study missions
whose findings and recommendations were
madeavailableas early as 19741

To be sure, the concept of basic needshas
preoccupied international development
thinkers since 1966, at about the same time
that the country started making comprehen
sive plans. For a decade however, the new
alternative development concept had been
vaguely referred to by other names like
"redlatrtbutton with growth"" "other
development", or "self-reliance". It was in
1976that the concept took a definite shape
as a novel approach to the development of
Third World countries. This was In the wake
of the World EmploymentConference held in

'l/LO. SharIng In Development: A Programme
of Employment, Equity and Growth for the
Philippines (Geneva.1914).
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Geneva in June 1976. Am~mg the conclu
sions of that conference was the "pro
gramme for a basic-needs strategy of devel-
opment".2 .

Immediateiy the new coinage became
legal tender. Today, the currency that enjoys
a high degree of acceptability among agen
cies dealing with development assistance
is the basic needs approach. It has become
the main plank of developmentplans of Third
World countries.

Whether the shift represents a genuine
recognition of the need for an alternative
development approach or is merely an Icing
on the cake, as it were, to attract more de
velopment aid, it is hard to tell. But there is
little reason to doubt that the basic needs
orientation of the current plan of the
Phlllppines has beenmotivated by both.

This paper reviews some of the distinctive
features of the basic needs approach as
culled from the grOWing literature. Against
this backdrop it brings into focus Philip
pine officials' perception of the country's
basic needs and evaluates the policy
proposals for meeting these needsalong the
lines suggested by the new development
strategy. Finally, it highlights the non-con
ventional Philippine approaches to meeting
basic needs as a unique contribution of the
country to further elaboration of the basic
needs approach. More expository than
critical, the method used in this paper is a
cross between critical review and content
analysis. The basic material is the plan docu-

2ILO. "Meeting Basic Needs: Strategy for
Eradicating Mass Poverty and Unemployment".
(Conclusions of the World Employment Confer
ence, Geneva,1976).
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ment together with a number of related
papers.

TheBasic Needs Approach

. The basic needs approach has emerged as
an alternative development strategy after the
failure of conventional approaches to aile
.viate the problems of mass poverty, unem
ployment and inequality. It is an approach
Which, as-the IlO puts it, seeks to include as
an explicit goal of development planning,
the satisfaction of an absolute level of basic
needs. The crucial shift is indicated by the
woo;! "explicit". For it may be noted that the
satisfaction of basic needs and the general
improvement in the standard of living of the
poor had been implicit goals of past"

! strategies that emphasized high growth
rates.._But the attainment of high economic
groWth 'did not automatically bring about
increased standard of living of the masses.
Instea,d, it led to high concentrations of
income and wealth and therefore, inequita
t;>le distribution of productive resources and
unequal access to social services in favor of
a small percentage of the country's popula
tion. In 1972, the degree of inequality in
income within developing countries, was
such that the richesl' 10 per cent of house
holds typically received 40 per cent 'of
personal income whereas the poore~t 40 per
cent received 15 per cent or less, and the
poorest 20 per cent received about 5 per
cent.3 ',.

Were the problem of poverty .simply a
matter of inadequate income,' then the goal
of eliminating poverty would have been

. achieved by raising income levels. But, as
Paul Streeten explains, income-oriented
development policies In the past proved to
be Insufficient measures In dealing With
mass. poverty. Says Streeten: "The basic
needs approach is contrasted with the
income approach, which recommends mea
sures that raise the real Income of the poor
by making them more productive, so that the
Increased. purchasing power of their earn
Ings plus their subsistence production is
adequate to enable them to buy andior grow
the goods in the basic needs basket. The
basic needs approach, in the narrow sense,

3ILO. Employment,Growth and Basic,Needs, 8 .'
()oe,Worlrj problem. (Geneva, 19~6},p.~.·' . . .'
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regards the income orientation of earlier ap
proaches as insufficient or partial.'>4

Some of the reasons Streeten cites to
Stlpport his contention are:

1) That consumers are not always em:
ctent cptlmlzers. Additional income
is more likely to be spent on non-basic
items.

2) The manner in which additional income
is earned may affect the family health
adversely, as when a working mother
stops breast-feeding her baby prema
turely.

3) Some 20 per cent of the poor are sick,'
disabled, aged, or orphaned children
Who are incapable of earning any in
come. Hence the need for transfer pay
ments and public services. -ln fact,
some basic needs like education,
health, water, sanitation, can be eatts-"
fled more effectively by public services,
through subsidies, or through transfer
payments.

4) The income approach. has neglected
the need for appropriate products pro
duce~by appropriate technologies

. which create more jobs and give rise
to more even income distribution and
Which, in turn, generate demand for'
such products.

5) The income approach neglects the
importance of non-material needs
which are both ends in themselves and
a necessary condition to the satisfac
tion of material needs.

These shortcomings of the income-orien
ted approach. notwithstanding, the basic
needs approachpoesnot:nece~sarl~do away
With income approaChes. The basic needs
approach still. recognizes the importance of
income as a means of access to a good
number of basic needs, especially house
hold consumption goods. But it also recog
nizes the fact that income is not the only
means. There are certain needs that must be
provided by the community, such as educa
tion health and sanitation, water, power,
etc.SAccess to 1hese~Iatter services by the

4Paul Streeten. "Distinctive Features of a
Basic Needs Approach.to Development". Develop.
ment Digest, Vol. XVI. No. 1 (January 1918) pp.
119-128. •

5-rhe identification and classification of basic
needs items is discussed in the next section of
this paper. .



poor could be enhanced by making such
installations physically available and provid
ing the proper institutional support arrange
ments to ensure their continued patronage
and enjoyment by the target groups. The
manner in which the level of Incomes of the
poor is raised, and the basic goods and
services provided, also forms part of the
main concern of the basic needs approach.

This &Uggests the application of a com
bination of economic, social, technological
and Institutional policies that are mutually
reinforcing.

Economic policies. These include reforms
in the price system in such a way that the
poor can have relatively easy access to
goods and services and production factors;
rapid Increase in employment and labor pro
ductivity especially among the rural poor;
a progressive tax system and expansion' of
public financing of basic services to ensure
the channeling of resources to the produc
tion of basic goods andaway from the import
or proeuctlon of luxury items and special
programs to encourage J:1iivate savings
among low-income earners and providing
them with complementaty opportunities to
invest their savings profitably.

Technological policies encourage re
search and development of products and
processes appropriate tt:> developing coun
tries. In combination with price policies,
technological policies affect private
decisions on the use of capital-saving, labor
intensive technology. They give emphasis
on upgrading the efficiency of traditional
crafts, introducing where possible, modern
scientific knowledge in forms suitable to
developing countries. The search for a
proper combination of capital-intensive and
labor-Intensive technologies must be a con
tinuing concern of a basic needs-oriented
development strategy.

institutional policies derive from the fact
that poverty is largely the effect of struc
tural causes and that nothing short of struc
tural change can solve the problem of mass
poverty. A' government pursuing the basic
needs approach has to exercise a strong
political will to adopt and implement mea
sures directly benefiting the poor. Only
strong government intervention is capableof
effecting the structural transfoYmation of
such nature and magnitude. In the words of
Griffin and Khan,"Institutional policies must
be capable of changing the distribution
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of productive wealth (and consequently, the
distribution of economic power) and increas
ing the participation of the poor In decision
making (and consequently, enabling them to
exercise political power)".6

While the basic needs approach demands
strong government intervention, it also re
cognizes the importance of popular partici
pation. Effective involvement by the masses
in the development process mobilizes local
resources for the production of goods and
services that benefit them directly. Institu
tional policies should offer opportunities for
the deprived groups in society to articulate
their needs and to satisfy those needs
through the Initiatives and efforts they them
selvestake.

Social policies pertain to measures that
seek to improve the quality of the human
capital. Particularly relevant social policies
are those that improve access by the poor,
disadvantaged and deprived groups to edu
cation, health, water, power, housing, and
related infrastructures. Population policies
and measures granting enhanced status and
economic independence to women also form
integral parts of relevant social policies.

Definition

At this stage we can define the basic
needs approach as a selective approach that
discriminates in favor of the poor, that seeks
to raise their standard of liVing through a
concerted attack on the causes of poverty
(sol(ial injustice, inequality) and alleviating
its consequences (malnutrition, disease,
illiteracy, etc.), It is an approach, to return to
Streeten, that starts from the objecllve of
prOViding the opportunities for the physical,
mental and social development of the human
personality and then derives the ways of
achieving this objective. Lisk adds: "Basic
Needs Approach focuses sharply on human
well-being insofar as its primary objective Is
to achieve a significant upward movement in
the conditions under which people live and
work, especially with reference to disadvan-

6K. Griffin and A. Khan, "Poverty to the Third
World: Ugly Facts and Fancy Models", World De
velopment, Vol. 6, No.3 (1918), pp, 295-304.
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taged and deprived households an~ groups
within a country's population.,,7

So far we have identified the folloWing
features of the BNA which we can use as
framework for evaluating the Philippine plan:
1) the objective of BNA-to improve the
quality of life of the poorest segment of the
population; 2) the target of BNA-the de
prived, disadvantaged groups who have not
been benefited by past development
strategies; and 3) the policy mix of BNA
aimed at making a direct attack on the

. causes and consequences of poverty. One
more issue remains, l.e., what needs are
considered basic?

Whatarethe basic humanneeds?

It Is extremely difficult to determine the
. items that makeup the basic needs common

to ali ileoples at all times. This is because
basic needs are country specific, and even
within the samecountry needsvary from one.
locality to another. Needs also change over
time as a consequence of changing income
levels and household preferences. Thus one
should not think of a "basket" of basic needs

.Items but of a hierarchy of needs as well. As
soon as needsare satisfied to a certain level
a new set of needs-or a higher level of the
sameset of needs-have to be met.
. This fact Is true for individual households

as well as' for the country as a whole. The
importance of a' certain set of needs
depends on a country's level of develop-.
ment.ln the real world no country starts from
zero. But the lower the level of development
of a country there is to start with, the more
difficult it is to determine which needs are
more essential than others. This diffiCUlty is
echoedby Dr.M'Bow when he said:

"In the present situation facing develop
ing countries all needs are apparently
essential, whether it is a question of pro
viding food for all the inhabitants, housing
them, building primary schools, univer
sities and research laboratories, or de-'

7Franklin A.N. Lisk. "Popular Participation in
Economy-Wide Planning", a paper read at the
seminar on Basic Needs Strategy as a PlannJng
Parameter,West Berlin, 2Q.29 June 1979. /'
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velopingcommunication Intrastruc
ture.'>8
Relative as most basic needs may be,

there are, nevertheless, certain needs that
are absolute and, ILO arguest "it Is both legi·
timate and prudent to concentrate first on
meeting basic needs' In the absolute
sense.,ig

But what constitute absolute basic needs?
Again we turn to ILO for insight because Its
formulation is the most comprehensive, not
to sayauthoritative, so far.

Basic needs,as formulated by ILO, include
two elements:

"First, they include certain minimum re
quirements of a family for private consump
tion: adequate food, shelter and clothing are
obviously Included, as would be certain
household equipment and furniture.

"Second, they Include essential servlcEls
provided by and for the community at large,
such as safe drinking water, sanitation,
public transport, and health and educational
facilities."10 .

These are the core material·basic needs.
ILO also lists as Indispensable elements
certain non-material needs Including em
ployment, participation, and basic human .
rights. Employment Is. regarded as a basic
need because it yields. an output as it
prOVides income to the employed (and
hence, enhanced access to material needs).
Employmentals9 gives the employed person
the recognition of being engaged In
something worth his. While, po sense of
dignity and self-fulfilment. Also, people must
get involved In making the declslo.ns that
affect them. All these are to be satisfied
within a broad framework of human rights.

In a word, the core of absolute basic needs
consists of material needs as well as non
material needs,the latter being both ends in
themselves and as mee.ns to the satisfaction
and full enjoyment of the former.

BFrom an address by Unesco Director-General
Amadou Mahtar M'Bow at the 63rd session of the
UN Economic and Social CounCil, Geneva, 8 July
1977. Quoted in OECD Review '78, p.29.9 . . .'.

ILO. op. cit; p, 33. .
10lbid.



Basic Needs and the Philippine Five·Year
Plan

The· current five.year plan of the Philip
pines does not brandish' baslc needs as its
slogan. Rather, a more alliterative name is
given to It as "an Instrument for the demo
cratization of development", and a more
!>oliticaliy charged philosophy-social jUs
tice-underlies its various components.11

A closer reading, however, reveals an un
mistakable preoccupation by the national
planners with the same problems that
bedevil the developing countries, the very
problems that have brought about the con
ceptualization and formulation of the basic
needsapproach.

Dominant development problems

In the opening statement by the President
foliowing the approval of the plan, three
inter·related problems which the plan was
intended to tackle were identified: mass
poverty, unemployment and underemploy·
ment, and social Justice. These problems are
elaborated In the text of the plan.

MasBpoverty. Despite marked Increase in
the GNP per capita the condition of the poor
"who comprise more than half of the total
population has not improved, Indicating an
Inequitable distribution of incE>me and
wealth." The preliminary findings of a study
on family income distribution In 1975 sub
stantiate this. The study revealed that the
top 30 per cent of Income recipients In trye
country received 63.9 per cent of total In
come. The middle 40 and lowest 30 per Gent
of femiiles received only 26.4 and 9.7. -per
cent of Income,respectlvely (Chapter 1, Sec;
3.2). The pattern of Income distribution in the'
country is not unlike that of other Third
World countries, as earlier shown in this. .
paper.

Unemployment and underemployment. As
of 1976 the tmemployment rate stood at 5.2
per cent of the labor force: This seemingly
low rate of 'unemployment is deceiving for a
large underemployment rale of 10.7 per cent
(categQrlzed Into visibly underemployed, 5.3
par eent, and invisibly underemployed, 5.4

11From the President's prefatory speech after
signing the decree approving and adopting the
plan.
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per cent) was recorded for the.same year. All
together, the u'nderemployed and
unemployed eccounted for well over two
million persons out of a labor force of 15
million. The magnitude of the problem is
compounded by the high dependency ratio
of 88per cent. This means that with over two
million unemployed· and underemployed
another two million children and aged
persons are left without adequate support.
Given limited social"securlty transfers, as is
the case in the Philippines, the poverty pro~
119m is acute indeed.

The country's unemployment rate is.sli.ght
Iy higher than that of the Third World (4.7 per
csot) and almost twice that .of Asia (3.9 per
cent). However, the count.ry's underemploy~

ment rate is three times lower than either the
Third World or the As.ian average which is
35.7and 36.4per cent; respectlvely.12 ,

Social injustice. Although sporadic refer·
ence to the term is made in tbe plan,no clear

. cut definition Is given of social inJustice.
However, it is safe to assume that the plan
takes the term to meanany form of inequality
both at the personal and geographical levels.
Social Injustice manifests itself In inaquita-··
ble distribution of Income because of in·
equitable distribution of productive
resources and resulting In unequal access to
basic material needs and social services.
The geographical dimension of this problem
Is seen in the disparities between urban a~d

rural areas, In pockets of poverty in urban
areas,and In lhe existence of lagging regions
vis-a-vis Metro Manila and its immediate
environs. In 1971, for example, the more
affluent Luzon accounted for 61 per cent of
total family income whereas only 53per cent
of total families resided there, theVisayas,. -:
with 26 per cent of total families, earned 20
per cent of total family income; Mll'ldanao,
with 21 per cent of total families, accounted
for 19 per cent of total Income; and Metro
Manila, for the same year~ accounted for 17
per pel)t of-total Income although only 8 per
cent of families lived there. The rural-urban
disparity is also seen In the fact that roughly
65 per cent of the population live In the rural
areas and yet the average rural family In·

1211.0 . op. Cit., p. 18.
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come is 57 per cent of the average urban
family income.13

Regional disparities are also indicated by
the phenomenon of premature migration
from rural areas to urban centers, making
urt:>anlzation-as the plan Itself admits
more an aspect of poverty than symbol of
growth. Regional differences also manifest
themselves in unequal levels of welfare as
shown by selected social Indicators.

Otherproblems

Other major problems that the national
planners have had to grapple with !nclude
balance of payments and price stability,
energy requtremente and sources, and en
virOnmental problems. These problems are
no iees important but their relative weight in
the nation's SCale of priorities puts them at a
subordinate level to the first type of
problems, as could be gleaned from the
statement of national goals and policies.

National developmentgoals

That the Philippine government Is unequi
vocally committed to the basic needs
approach can be seen from the statement of
national goals which says:

"The achievement of a much improved
quality of life for' every Filipino is the
supreme national aspircrtion. Toward this
end, the conquest of mass poverty be- '
comes the immediate, fundamental goal'
of Philippine development. Development
over the next decade towards the year
2000 will be a massive effort, to provide
for the basic needs of the majority of the
population and to secure their enjoyment
of the fruits of economic and social well-,
bf)lng in the comforts of a. congenial
habitat." (p.3)

The target groups of Philippine development
efforts' may appear to be global and less
selective as indicated by the phrases "every
Filipino" and "majority of. the populatil;m".
But If one recalls that majority (more than
half) of the country's population are living in
varying ,degrees of poverty, h~ will not

13"Phllippine Development Strategy to Mini
mize Poverty and Satisfy Basic Needs with Em·
phasis in Rural Areas" (mimeo.) August 1976. .

/

dismiss the plan's target group as unreal
istic. The President, in his introductory state
ments identified this target group specifical
ly. He said: "(Development) means getting
down and reaching the poorest segments of'
our population: the urban and rural poor,
the unemployed, the underemployed, the
homeless dweller, the out-of-school youth,
the landless worker, the sacada the sus-
tenance fisherman". (p.xxviii) ,

In its concerted attack on the problem of
poverty the government is determined to
exercise strong political' will to effect the
"sQcial, economic and demographic revotu
tloo"-in short·, structural transformatlon
that the basic needs strategy requires. The
government has now taken the interest of
the poor as its central concern "since there
is no force in our society today capable of
protecting the poor other than the govern-
ment". (p. XXViii) .

Thus, the five-year plan, which represents
the first stage in a long, drawn-out strategy.
lays greater emphasis on rural development
and labor-intensive industrialization, with
agrarian reform as the cornerstone of the
program. (p. 3) At the same time, the plan
seeks to enlist the participation of the
people in the development process by
engaging their initiative and resources. As a
people-centered plan, it pursues economic
developmentnot as an end but as a meansof
prQmoting social justice, "according to all
citizens a due and rightful share in benefits
andobligations." (p.3)

If the plan's objective and target groups
run parallel to those of the basic needs
approach, are Its policy proposals and
strategies also in accord with those of the
newdevelopmentstrategy?

Poverty-orientedpolicies

A policy framework covering 18 areas, of
concern has been drawn up to guide the
choice of programs to attain the above
objective. These policies dCi not fall neatly
'into place In the categories suggested by'

. ILO.They support the two-pronged strategy
of human resource development and ba·
lanced economic development. Of these
eighteen policies, ten pertain to economic
development, 2 cover areas of social policy,
2 institutional, 2 technological, and 2 other
policy areas.
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Economic pollcl6S. Among the economic
policies directly contributing to alleviating
povertyand redistributing wealth are:
1) An employment polley which promotes

higher utilization ,of manpowerunder just
terms and conditions. To absorb the un
employed and new entrants to the labor
force, generation of more jobs in non
farm activities will be pursued vigorously.
The problem of underemployment will
be tackled in all spheres: In agriCUlture,
by minimizing the seasonal nature of
agricultural activities; in industry, greater
capacity utilization; in the servicesectors,
rationalization of operations; in construc
tion, year-round, infrastructure projects;
and for the self-emplOyed, a sustained
support to cottage Industries.

2) An Income policy that ensures the main
tenance of a minimum standard of living
of employees without prejudice to the
labor absorption capacity of employers.

3} A price stabilization policy Including so-

Wind powerholds much promise tn the coun
try's vigorous 'search for alternative sources
ofenergy.
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ciallzed pricing of essential goods and
services to ensure access of low-income
families to these basic needs.

4) A progressive tax system that increases
the share of direct taxes, standardizes
existing luxury tax laws, and maintains
low sales tax rates on essential Items.

5) A public expenditure policy of Increasing
the allocation of governmentrevenues for
capital formation especially for Infra·
structures and utilities in the country
side. Also, a growing share of social de
velopment in total national government
expenditures In contrast to a decreasing
trend in the share of economic develop-
ment. '

Institutional poJlcles involve a continued
Implementation of the agrarian reform pro
gram, this time focusing on the institutional
support to ensure increased prOductivity,
security, welfare and dignity of owner-eultt
vatora,Structural reforms in governmentmao
chlnery-though not treated ~s explicit poli
cy areas in the plan-are an imperative of
effective development admlnlstration:Tn the
section .en !?Ian Implementation the plan
pursues further administrative decentrallza·
tionand increasesthe opportunities for local
participation in the planning process.
Anpther significant institutional policy Is
state promotion and regulation of efficient
utilization, acquisition and .dlsposition of
land to maximize net public benefit. The
declaration that land ':Wlll not be considered
as a chattel but as a resource for the benefit
of all" should guaranteeaccess by all sotial
groups to this hitherto fnaccessible reo
source-land.

Technological policies. The plan envlsiGfl~

a wide-scaleapplication of science and tech·
nology adapjed to the needs of domestic
development. Linked to this Is the policy of
energy conservation through the use of
appropriate technology. As envisioned in the
plan, appropriate technology will find the
most extensive application In the search for
alternative sourcesof energyto minimize the
country's dependence on import of fossil
fuels.'

Social policies. These cover a wide range
of concerns to Improvethe living conditions
of the general population, particularly the
disadvantaged groups. Program packages
under this policy area Include provision of
health, nutrition. housing. education and
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Livelihood Is a basic need that enjoys top
prioritylhrough sustained support for the
sell·employed.

culture, manpower development, youth and
sports development, children, women and
workers' welfare, cultural minorities, social
sequrlty, and like services and InfnlStrue>
tures. They also include a population polley
that maintains both a population growth rate
and a geographical dlstrlbutlQn pattern
conduciveto national walfare.

Other policies

TwCY mare policies 'not n.)rmally failing
under the 800vecategorles are Included In
the plan~ They deal with the spatial orgeo
graphical dimension of the poverty problem.:
These are: regional development polley and
humansettlements 'polley.

Regional development policy. It may be
recalled that the problem of social InJustice'
in the Philippines Is as much :a metter of
Inequality betweensocial groops as between
geographical regions of the country. Thus, In
the provision of' the basic needs, there are
target groups as well as target areas: the
former are the low-Income families whll~ the ,

latter are the lagging regions.
The regional approach to national devel

opment gives an added dimension to the
basic needs approach-the spatial aspect.
So far, the literature on BNA reflects an
imbalance in the distribution of interest
amongdevelopment thinkers, with the soeto
economic aspects receiving a dlspropor·
tlonately large share and the spatial as'pects
receiving less ajtentl9n. "

Yet, the effectiveness of the basic needs
approach is .limited by the extent to which
development policies and programs are
brought down to the level of regions, com·
munities and households. Besides the
obvious advantage of providing opportuni·
ties for local participation, the regional
approach pavesthe way for the proper selec
tion of area·specific program" packages re
levant to the peculiar problems and reseur
ces of particular areas. By identifying target
areas-in the ume mannerthat targetsocial
groups are Identified-policy makers are
able to decide on the proper policy mix that
will bring about a more equitable redistribu
tion of the benefits of national growth.

The regional approacn to development,
therefore. Is probably the most ~ubstantial

contribution of the country, to further ela
boration of the basic needs approach. By
the regional. approach, target social groups'
(Iow·lncome families) are seen in their geo
graphical setting Qecause some of their
problems may have resulted from geograph·
ical peculiarities and that solutions to these
problems may involve reorganization of the
physical setting. The plan has put It rightly
thus:_

"A major challenge for regional develop.
ment Is to minimize poverty as soon as
possible and to modify the uneven dlstri·
butlon of income and basic services
among regions, within regions and among
social groups. The aggregate disparities
In income levels and distribution among
regions can be largely attributed to the
differences in spatial distribution of na·
tural .resources, manpower. investments
and entrepreneurship. The marked v~rla·

tton In the infrastructure base among
regions and the imperfect mobility of
commodities, labor and capital has left
potentia" production 'and consumption
centers In isotation," (Se~. 2.3.p.55)
Philippine regional development strategy'

,Is two-pronged: one directed at> the rural
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A typical BUSS communityin the rural aress.

sector and the other, urban. In the rural
sector, the integrated area development
strategy is being followed while in the urban
sector, the growth center approach is being
applied.

The intl5lgratEld area development isi dir~c
ted at maximizing the use of rural resources
through, the provision of comptementary
inputs from various agencies in income-gEm
emtlng activities and Cleating favorablecon
ditions for marketing goods and services
as wen as upgrading human resources. Ttl's
is done by providing hitherto- underserved ,
areas with basla. rural infrastructures like
feeder village water supply, primary
schools, health centers, irrigation and
so on. Some eighteen areas have
been identified in the plan as future rsci
pients of this integrated development pack·
age.

The plan also the im",,.,,·t<,,,,I"'"

9f urban areas in "'regioinal
Cities and towns provide, among other
things, the market for rural At the
sametime they offer and of a

and level that not be available In
the rural areas. Higher levels of basic needs
like schools and
nospttats, or telecommunications faoilities
may availableonly in towns and cities. ,-

For a well-integrated regioFial develop
ment strategy, therefore, the social, econo
mic, institutional and other forms of linkages
between urban centers and rural areas must
be promoted. The plan envisions a network
of urban centers ranging from metropolitan
centers to regional centers to major and
minor urban centers dispersed all over the
country. Each center will then provided

, with services and facilities appropriate to its
-. level in the hierarchy, thereby' improving

access to these services by the rural hinter·
lands. This type of ccncentra
tlon" of services and infrastructures in·
creases accessibility k1 an economical and
efficient way. It Is also intended to contribute
to the rational redistribution of the country's
population.

Human settlements pOlicy. Finally, the
plan seeks to bring development further
down to the community and neighborhood
levels through the human settlements ap-

The human settlements, approach
envisions the ereatlon of communities and
neighborhoods that promote a healthy and
productive relationship between man andhis
environment. It involves the development of
viable communities equipped with necessary
services and facilities. These settlements
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A BLISSproject In Metro Manila.

are the actualization of the dream of a
"congenial habitat" within which every Fili
pino will enjoy the satisfaction of his basic
needs.

The responsibility for the creation of such
communities rests mainly with the Ministry
of Human Settlements. Only a little more
than a veal'old as of this writing, the Ministry
is still in the thick of organizational and insti·
tutlona! building activities. It is also in the
process of conceptualizing programs and
"selling" these programs to the people. In
the short period of time that the Ministry
has been in existence it has come up with
programs and projects in line with its five
areasof concern, namely:optimum land use,
adequate shelter, environmental protection,
economic vlablllty of settlements, and use
of appropriate technology.

Among the most promising of the Minis·
try's programs, one that will cater for all the
basic needs of families at the neighborhood
level is the Bagong lipunan Improvement of
Sites and Services (BLISS) program. As
conceived by tM MHS planners, BLISS
consists basically of Improvement of hous-
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Ing and land resource use, development 01
community livelihood activities and com
munity cooperation and self-reliance.

The core element of the BLISSprogram is
the provision of adequate shelter. But the
Ministry also recognizes that shelter is just
one of the eleven basic needs It has
Identified and wants td see satisfied In every
neighborhood, the other ten being water,
food, education, culture and technology,
livelihood, medical services, mobility, sports
and recreation, and ecological balance.

Due to the dearth of materials on the con
cepts and philosophy underlying human
settlements programs (a lot more are hap·
penlng than are beingwriUen about) and due
to the fact that most of these programs are
stUl experimental in nature, it would be ex·
tremely difficult to say more about them at
this writing. Suffice It to say, and by way of
conclusion, that the Philippine commitment
to the basic needs strategy Is further
strengtnened by the creation of a govern·
ment agency that takes as its main func·
tlon the identification and satisfaction of
basic needs. 0
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Development strategies to meet basic
needs of people haveemergedrecently as an
alternative to the growth-oriented strategies
which were originally proposed for the
Second United Nations Develoment Decade.
The realization that economic growth, even
where achieved,does not necessarily lead to
social justice and equity, has stimulated an
international effort to define more effective
strategies for the remainder of this decade
and for the next.'

·Printed by permission of the United Nations
Centre for Regional Development, the publisher of
Asian Development Dialogue (Numbers 5 and 6,
1977)where the article first appeared.

• •Centis for Social Development and Humani
tarian Affairs of the Department of Economic and
Social Affairs.

Revised version of a paper presented at the
Colloquium on Methods of Planning for Compre
hensive Regional Development, Nagoya, 25 Octo
ber to 1 November1916.

11ntemational Labour Office, Employment,
Growth and Basic Needs: A One-World Problem;
Report of the Director-General of ILO (Geneva,
1916).
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The adoption of a basic needs strategy
will have implications for planning and plan
ners. Planning based on growth could centre
on the national level, the more dynamic sec
tors, and the criterion of economic effi
ciency; planning for basic needs requires a
spatial focus, a focus on the less dy,:,amic
sectors and on target groups, and a criterion
of equity in distribution_ The latter approach
requires planning for people rather than
planning in the abstract.2 Indeed, tradltlonal
planning tools and traditional types of infor
mation available to planners may be inade
quate for basic needs strategies.

2Enrlque Brown y Guillermo Gelsse, "Planlflca.
ci6n para los P1anificadores 0 para el Cambia
Social?" Revlsta Latlnoamerlcana de Estudlos
Urbanos Regionales 3 (1973): 11-26.
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A=Needs defined by
technical criteria

B= Needs perceived
by the people

sASA

t
BASIC NEEDS

FIGURE I
THE CONCEPT OF BASIC NEEDS

To determine what these basic needs are
at a given time and place in planning, imple
menting, and assessment of the results of
programmes to meet such needs is not.easy.
This paper seeks to examine many of the
issues involved in defining and measuring
what have been termed by the United
Nations Centre for Regional Development
(UNCRD) as "basic needs."3

A. Basic Minimum Needs as a Planning
,?~ncePt

The premise for using basic minimum
needs in planning is simple. Given a limited
amount of resources to utilize for develop
ment, allocation of these resources should
be such that the basic needs of the popula
tion are met. There is therefore a set of
needs-and for each need a minimum level

3United Nations, Centre for R_egionaIDevelop
ment, A Programme of Research: Improving the
Method of Planning for Comprehensive Regional
Development (Nagoya, 1975).

-which can be met within the limit of avall
able resources. The goal of the planning
exercise will be to determine this set of
basic minimum needs and to allocate
resources so that the needs can be met.

The key to the exercise is to determine
that set of basic minimum needs. There are
three difficulties which are readily apparent:
(1) the set of needs which should be met is
greater than the set of needs which can be
met, (2) the set of needs which can be de
fined by planners on technical grounds may
differ from that perceived by the people, and
(3) the set of needs which must be met in one
situation may well differ from the set of
needs wnich must be met In another.

To express the matter in logical terms, as
in figure 1, one could propose that, for every
given area,there exists a set of needs which
can be defined by technical criteria (A)and a
set of needs which woulQbe defined accord
ing to the perceptions of the peopie of the
region (8). The two sets overlap and the
conjoint set (AB)could be said to be the set
of basic needs. For each need In that set,
there can be said to be a minimum level
which must be met to achieve satisfaction.
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Operanonatlzattonof this concept of basic
minimum needs is more difficult than to ex
press it, since two types of needs are postu
lated: "objective" needs to be defined ac
cording to technical criteria and "subjec
tive" needs to < be defined according to
popular perception.

1. "ObJective" Needs

What is meant by a need? In common
sense usage, needs are taken to mean reo
qutrements of some sort. Thus, the inter
national Labour Office (ILO) defines basic
needs in a broad way:

"First, they include certain minimum re
quirements of a family for private con
sumption: adequate food, shelter and
clothing are Obviously included as would
be certain household equip';'ent and
furniture. Second, they include essential
services provided by and for the corn
munity at large, such as safe drinking
water, sanitation, public transport, and
health and education facilities."4
This type of need is defined normatively

in general. Each society defines explicitly
or implicitly norms about what levels of what
things should exist in society. While there
will be regional variations by level, the
categorIes of needs given by the ILO are
generally accepted. For many categories of
needs. international standards have been
set. ThuS, a level of nutrition can be set as a
standard, SUCh as the minImum intake of
2.380 calories per head per day set by the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO).5 Similarly. a housing
target can be set based on space available
per person, such as the target of 5.25 square
metres for Asia noted in ILO's study of basic
needs.!' These can be said to be basic needs

4ILP, Employment, Growth and Basic Needs,
p.8.

5Food and Agriculture OrQaniZation of the Uni·
ted Nations.. Provisional IndIcative World Plan for
Agrlcunursl Development (Rome, -1969).

6ILO, Employment, Growth and Basic Needs,
p.40.
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in their respective areas. Standards have
also been set for levels of services to be pro
vided. In India, for example, the present Five
Year Plan defines a national standard of
one health centre per district and one sub
centre for each tatuka.

While the standard chosen can be arbl
trary, in many cases the minimum level
defined is below a level on which human
beings can function normally. In terms of
nutrition, when an individual falls below a
certain level of caloric and protein intake,
he will suffer physical damage. In those
areas where resources are available only to
meet the survivability minima, how to
allocate resources is rather clear-cut: they
must be allocated to achieve those minima
as quickly and completely as possible. Thus,
for example, planning for an area with
chronic famine would centre on how to
counter famine regardless of other possible
needswhich can bemet.

Fortunately, most countries do not have
permanent mass survival crises, although
conditions may be far from adequate. This
means that the levels of basic needs which
mu.st.....be met can be defined at some
intermediate POiritbetween the survivability
minimum and the optimum to be desired.
When these levels are defined. they usually
represent some norm such as "all children
shouid go to school" and "everyone Should
have access to electricity" that are derived
from a combination of what is already possi·
ble. gIven an appropriate allocatlon of re
sources, w.hat the better portions of society
already have. and what are internationally
accepted norms for deyelopment. The specI
fic needs and their levels will vary by eoun
try, and even by region within a country, al·
though norms set are usually nationwide.

The range of needs Which can be defined
objectively IS' rather large and, to an extent
is bounded only by the limits of imagination.
Once a society is beyond satIsfaction of
needs necessarYfor survival, some criterion
must be applied In order to maintain a sense
of perspective. Applied In many cases Is the
crIterion of economic effiCIency: the needs
whose satisfaction leads to greater produc
tion and growth Should be met first. An aI- <

ternatlve Is the needs percejved by the
. people:
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2. "'Subjective Needs"

For each society there is a set of needs
perceived by the people that they feel should
be satisfied as part of the development pre
cess. Planning based in part on the desires
of the people for whom development Is in
tended Is now seenas necessary If plans are
to be Implemented, since this helpsto ensure
that opposition will not develop among the
Intendedbeneficiaries andwill mobilize their
active support-including their own re
sources-to assist In the effort being
planned, and that the plan will reflect the
realities of the area to be covered by It.1 In
deed community development has long
emphasized the necessity of using the "felt
needs" of the population as the basis for
promotion of self-help activltles.s More re
cently, studIes towards the "unifIed ap
proach" to development planning have em
phasized the need for popular partIcipation
as the means of achieving this unification
between economic and social plannlng.9 It
could be argued that for every defined
population there exists a set of needs the
satisfaction of which at definable levels
constitutes' the minimum Jevel of
acceptability for development programmes.
This might be seen as a societal "utility
curve." Plotting this minimum needs curve
could greatlyassist In mak.lng realistic plans.

This concept of need has arisen out of
studies on motivation. Social psychologists
were among the first to use the concept,
needs being seen as a principal element of
the Individual's cognitive structure. A need

7Unlted Nations, Department of EconomIc.~nd
Social Affairs, Popular Participation in DeCISIon
Making for Development (New York, 1975)
(STIESAJ31).

sUnited Nations, Department of Economic and
Social Affairs, Popular Participation in Develop
ment: Emerging Trends In Community Develop
ment (NewYork, 1971)(ST/SOA/106).

9Unlted Nations, Report on a Unified Approach
to Development Analysis and Planning: Prelimi
nary Report of the Secretary.General (New York,
1972)(E/CN.5/477). _ '
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In this usage .ts something which Is so
strongly desired by an Individual that It
directs his behaviour. It Is usually
recognized that needs can be generated by
physiological deprivation or by a positive
desire to have something. It is also
recognized that those needs generated by
deprivation are atypical and that usually one
of needsIs basedon attaining certain goals.

Psychologists have postulated the exist
ence of a hierarchy of needs, ranging from
basic physiological needs, such as food and
shelter, to more complex cognitive satisfac
tion of needs for self-realization. Satisfac
tion of needs tends to progress up the
hierarchy:as lower order needsaresatisfied,
higher order needs come to the fore.1oThus,
needs which will be felt by people and the
levels of attainment required to satisfy them'
will be constantly' changing over time. In
this subjective definition, needs are highly
variable.

Needsalso reflect the cultural and social
conditions of a people.Thus, for example,In
manysocieties religious fulfillment Is a need
considered by the people to be as food and
shene~ .

It should also be noted that the set of
needswhich are perceived will probablyvary
over time. Certain needs perceived in a time
of famine will be different from those
perceivedin a time of plenty. Similarly, many
needs may be a result of current fashions.
As a society is more influenced by external
communications, these perceived needs
may become morevolatile. Needscan also
be altered through actions of leaders, who
may succeed In creating or modifying
peoples' perception of needs, particularly
'wherethe people naveno clear perception of
what their needsare.

Conceptually, it 's usefUl to_distl~gulsh
In subjective needs-those which are transi
tory and those which are held firmly. Con
cerning the latter the people have- a set of
cognitions which do not change over time.
This can be said to consist of the basic

10Abraham H. Maslow," 'Higher' and 'Lower'
Needs," Journalof Psychology 25(1948): 433-36.



needs perceived by the people. This distinc
tion must be borne in mind in measuring
needs.

3. Basic Minimum Needs

In practice, the categories of needs which
can be defined by either an objective, norma
tive approach or by a subjective, psychologi
cal approach tend to converge, at least, at
the lower levels of needs.There is no doubt,
for example,that there exist needs for food,
shelter, clothing, education, and employ
ment. Definition of non-material needs.such
as spiritual satisfaction and self-identity,
might be more difficult, at least on a nor
mative-objectlvebasis.

The definition of categories of needs,
whether suggested normatively or subjec
tively, is less difficult than finding In each
case a numerical meaning for the terms
"basic" and "minimum." Except for
standards for certain basic types of needs,
such as nutrition and shelter, where a level
could be defined below which survival would
be impossible, there are few readily apparent
minima. Indeed, any other objective mini
mum standard would be arbitrary. Moreover,
in areas such as education, where quality
rather than quantity is more likely to be
critical once the problem of distributing
opportunities is overcome,setting standards
is rather complex.

With regard to the needs felt by the peo
ple for whom planning is Intended, the prob
lem Is that definitions both of "basic" and of
"minimum" will be Shifting. The set of needs
which could be called "basic," where
satisfaction is, In effect, Indispensable, will
change as needs are met and are replaced
by new needs, also perceived as indl~pen

sable~ Moreover, changed situations can
themselves alter the set of needs, as when a
technological Innovation creates a new
demand for Itself. Similarly, minimum levels
will change to the degree that achievement
of one minimum level will force redefinition
of a new,higher minimum level.

Methodologically, the only realistic com
promise for defining basic minimum needs
is to combine normative and objective cri
teria with subjective factors. For each
planning exercise, basic needs would be
defined by SOCiety. This is the minimum
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which is acceptable to the societal leader
ship. At the sametime aggregated individual
needs in this context would be defined as
the collective preference among areas of
need.

What would be measured In that set of
needs determined objectively and norma
tively would be the existing levels of attain
ment, together with the expressed prefer
ences of the population for action and
among areas of activity. Basic minimum
needs would be a construct of objective
needs weighted by the popular preferences
among them. Practically. speaking, this
means that the planners would have to
define the areas in which "public action
would be expected. The present levels of
attainment of these needs would have to be
measured and the people polled on their
priorities for action and desirable levels.
Then a minimum level would have to be
established for each need area, based on its
relative priority among the people, popular
desires, and, if possible, a normative
standard.Thus, for example, if housing were
anareaof Interest, the normative standard of
5.25 square metres could be established
as a base,but If the popular desire were for a
larger amount of space, the latter would be
come the minimum standard. And "if, as op
posed to other areas of possible activity,
housing had a higher perceived importance,
it would be defined as a basic need.

B. Information Requirements forBasic
Minimum Needs

Information Is a raw material of the plan
ner, forming the basis of his diagnosis,
structuring his projections, and permitting
him to evaluate the programmes which have
beenplanned.The degree to which a planner
will be able to plan in terms of basic.
minimum needswill dependon the degreeto
which he Is able to obtain valid and reliable
information about them.

As has been noted, basic minimum needs
should be defined In area-specific and group
specific terms. This means the data on basic
minimum needs also should be available on
an area and group basis. In most countries,
recent and reliable data on most basic mini
mum needs do not exist on an areaor group
basis.
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Primary sources of data for planning pur
poses are national censuses, vital statistics
collected as part of the civil registration pro
cess, and commercial accounts. These sour
ces are designed to produce national
statistics and national accounts. Oonse
quentiy, coverage of many social indicators
is rath~r restricted, although housing and
occupational structure data are often avail·
abie. Demographic statistics can also pro
vide indicators of heaith and education
levels. In fact, these types of statistics have
been used up to now to develop national
social indicators.l1

There are a number of critical limitations
in the data usually used for planning pur
poses that reduce trts data's usefulness in
planning for basic minimum needs. The limit
ations in most countries are such that a new
data base is probably required for basic mini
mum needs planning.

First, census and registration data are
incompiete in terms of measuring objective
needs. Information is usually available on
family, size, monetary income, general mor
tality and morbidity, housing and eduea
tion levels. Continuous data are usually not
available about nutrition (unless a speciai
study has been undertaken), use of health
facilities.. group participation, and patterns
of saving and consumption. 'Even if the data
are collected, the coverage, In many
countries, is poor-particularly if the source
is registration data. In one Asian country, for
example, systematic collection of vital
statistics stopped when local government
units charged with civil registration were
abolished. Thus;data on death causes were
availa~:e only in urban hospitals, with

11United Nations, Research Institute for Social
D!3velopment, Contents and Measurement of
Soclo-Economic Development: An Empirical
Enquiry (Geneva, 1970) (Report no. -70,10); United
Nations, Statistical Office, TowardS a System of
Social and Demographic Statistics (New York,
1975) (Its studies in methods; F, no. 18) (ST/ESA!
STAT/SER,F/1S); Ray Horn, "Social Indicators
for Development Planning and Analysis," lnter
national Labour Review III (June 1975): 483-506;
Nancy Baster, sd., Measuring pe'1ielopm~nt
(London: Frank Cass, 1912).ISee espeCially the
articles by Donald McGranahan and by Irma
Adelman and Cynthia Taft Morris.) ~
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planners unable to ascertain prevailing pat
terns of plseases in rural areas or urban
slums.

Second, very few countries collect data on
subjective needs. Indeed, only a few develoP.
Ing countries, such as India and Thailand,
have household sample surVey organiza
tions. No country systematically obtains ln
formation on poputer desires as part of the
governmental Information collection
process, although this type of information
on a national basis is collected by' 'prtvate
poUing organiz~tions in a number of indus·
trialized countries.

Third, available data do not usuailyreflect
spatial aspects of development. Cen$us
figures, for example, are usually not broken
down by region, except for demographic
figures. Moreover, those. that are presented
in subnational Series usually, ap,pear eon
siderablylate in the process of publIcation,
and may not be classified according to plan
ningareas. . .

Over the long run, it may be possiole to
institutionalize systems of statistics Which
prOVide necessary .information 'for· baslc
minimum needs planning. The United
Nations has suggested etandards. for SOCial
and def'l)ographic statistics which could fi)1
some of the existing gaps.12 In the context
of the ILO's concern with basic needs, the
concept of a social accounting' matrix to
organize planning'eata has been sugges
ted.13 However, until these systems have
wide application in developing countries,
with data series based on planning regions,
there appears to be no alternatlveto under
taking the collection of new data as 'an inte
gral part of the subnatlonsl planning, pro-
cess. . . .

Planners customarily resist acquiring new
data as part of the Inltiai planning process.
Based on past experiences, it Is often felt

12United Nalions, Statistical Office, TowardS a
System of Social and Demographic Statistics.

13Graham Pyatt and Erik 'Thorbecke, Planning
Techniques fpr a Better Fulure: A Summary of a .
Research .Project on Planning for Growth, Re
distribution, and Emplovment (Geneva: ILO, 1976).



that obtaining new data is too expensive in
monetary terms, takes too much time, and
thereby would delay the production of a plan
and, even might yield too much intormation
to be useful. These legitimate concerns,
however,must be conditioned by another set
of factors. First, the cost of planning without
adequatedata may be higher than the cost of
collecting data. Second, with few
exceptions, such as preparation of emer
gency plans, the planning process itself
extends over time so that data acquisition
over a period of six months should not sig
nificantly retard the planning process. Third,
whether or not new data are acquired during
the diagnosis period, It must be acquired
subsequently if t'he impact of development
programmes generated by the planning pro
cess is 10be assessed.

In determining whether the cost of obtain
ing new data outweighs the cost of planning
without adequate data, some' considera
tion should be given to the fact that the cost
of data acquisition is related directly to the
total volume and precision required of the
data. For example, censuses are almost
completely precise, since data are collected
from everyIndividual in the society. There is,
at the point of colleCtion, no error. Moreover,
the volume of data collected in censuses Is
very large. 'Thus, the cost of executing
national censuses is very high and much
time is require.cJ to process and analyse the
data. In contrast, sample surveys are used to
estimate conditions in populations with data
collected from only a small proportion of the
poputatlon. While the precision is somewhat
less than that of a census, the cost Is simi
larly smal1.14

It can be argued·that planners do not al
ways required census-level precision to
make effective decisions. What is required
'is information which allows the planner to
allocate resources spatially with a reason
able assurance that he is not making major
errors. In terms of planning for basic mini
mum needs, the planner would require an in-

140f course, nattonat censuses are undertaken
for purposes other than planning and the data
generated by them are usually available for flan
ners at little or no cost. BUI if the cost 0 the
national census were added to the cost of plan
ning, the total would be very high.
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dicatlon of a rough structure of needs, both
SUbjective and objective, as they are distri
buted In space and among groups. The data
would haveto be used subsequently to deter
mine whether the needs had been met and
the programmes reSUlting fr~m the planning
process had had their desired Impact on
their intended beneficiaries.

Measurement of basic" minimum needs
should be seen in the context of. obtaining
new data in a cost-effective manner as part
of the planning process itself. Concrete dis
cussion on how to do this is based on a num
ber of examples of Infotmatton systems
which were developed to measure the im
pact of development programmes on their
beneficiaries. These included an evaluation
of the Brazilian extension system,15 evalua
tion of a river basin development project,16
planning of a rural development programme
In teglons in four Latin American countries,
designing for monitoring and evaluation
ot.a land settlement programme in a Middle
'Eastern country, and designing for a rural
development Information system in a South
Asian country."

Practici:lI experience, It should be noted,
does not come from planning based explicit
lyon basic minimum needs. Few countries
have yet adopted this approach, particularly
In regional planning. However, the
Information systems which were utilized are
compatible with the requirements of a basic
minimum needs strategy. Moreover, in each
case,data acquisition did not require more
than one to six months, depending on the
volumeof data.

Measuring "basic minimum needs" is a
matter of measuring levelS of basic needs as

15AssoclacaoBrasileira de Credito e Assist!ncia
Rural, Availiacl§o dos TrabalhO$ nos Projectos de
Bem-Estar: Plano Bas/co da Availiacao (Rio de
Janeiro, 1973).

16Centro Nacional de Capacitaci6n e lnvestiga'
csen Aplicada para el Desarrollo Regional y Local,
EI Modelo PREB/C/ADEC para la Evaluacion de un
Pequeno Proyecto de Desarrollo (Maracay,1973).

l1The methodological aspects of the other In
formation systems have not yet been published.
Much of the subsequent discussion is based On
unpublished material.
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defined by planners based on externally pro
vided standards and then analysing them in
the context of subjective preferences of the
population. The process of determining
criteria for measurement oan follow the pat
tern common to all questions of solentlfic
measurement.These Include:

fa} What will be measured? This means
defining the concept of needs.

(b) Where will it be measured?The locus
of measurement must be defined in
terms of a universe, sampling units,
and sampling methods.

(c) How will it be measured?Methodology
of data collection must be Indicated.

C. Criteriafor Mea.suring BasicMinimum
Needs

1. What to Measure

For objective needs, the measurement
problem is iess than for subjective needs.
Objective types of need of Interest must be
defined by the planners, based on observa
tion of the region and study of Its problems.
Usually needs can be said to fall Into three
broad categories: levels of living, factors of
production, and services.

Levelsof living refer basically to the phys
Ical condition of a person. ThUS, they usually
are measured by the presence or absence of
certain goods and amenities. In some cases,
an Index Is 'created according to whether
an Individual has a good house; potable
water, certain types of furniture. and sanita
tion services. As an alternative, more corn
plete data on housing can reflect a wider
range of needs. In Venezuelaand other Latin
American countries, types of houses
were used as a comprehensive Indicator,
since It was usually associated with the
presenceof other amenities.

Nutrition is an important area of need.
Measurement of levels of nutrition Is a field
In which a great deal of efforts has been
made, usually In the context of special nutri
tion surveys.1S However, since Information
gathering for basic minimum nseds cannot

1SMIchaei C. Latham, Planning and Evaluation
of Applied Nutrition Programmes (Rome: Food
and Agricultural Organization of the United Na-'
tlons, 1972)(FAO Nutritional series, no. 26). ,
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be based on a comprehensive examination
of each' need area, the, approach taken In
Brazil was to collect two rather less precise
types of data which would give a reasonable
Indication of the level of nutrition In the
population. Nutrition Is based on both
quantity of food and dietary balance. It was
felt that people with a balanced diet would
generally have a sufficient quantity ot food
and that therefore measuring the degree to
wnich the average diet was balanced would
give an adequate Indication of the general
level of nutrition. Famllies In a sample were
asked abouUhe frequency Withwhloh foods
from specific critical food groups' were
consumed. In addition, families were asked
to tell what they had eaten In their meals
during the previous twenty·four hour~.
Putting these two pieces of Information
together, it would -be possible to determine
the degree of balance In the diet and from
that to Infer the level· of nutrition.

For physical health, needs were measured
in one Latin American country through
studying the prevalence of Infant mortality
and the frequency of Illness. It was assumed
that low levels of health In a family would be
associated with a higher than averageInfant
mortality, measured as the percentage of
chlldeenborn to a family who died within the
first six years, and a higher frequency 'of ill
ness, measured by the number of days
during the previous six months the motheror
father had been iii. These two figures gavea
reasonable approximation of levels of phys·
leal well-being for planning purposes.

A secona needareia-couidbe called "fac
tors of production." While needs are often
seen as exclusively social In nature, In prac
tice there are economic needsas well. These
range from a need for employment to needs
for .factors of productive Inputs and Infra
structure. The'prlnclpal measure of need In
this sense is probably net Income,
reflecting the overall return realized from
productive effort. In most of the data cases
to which reference has been made, the
method of obtaining Income was through a
reconstruction of the previous economic
year. This was especially necessary for
farmers, much of whose Income was not
monetized (such as food produced for home
consumption or sold through barter arrange-

. ments). The amount of detailed Information
which was required In this procedure was
rather large, since It Involved calculation not



~Iy of the value of the product but also of
the costs of production. Such detail could be
Justified since it also provided data on the
structure of production which was neess
sary for micro planning. The general
procedurewas to ask crop by crop or product
byproduct:

(a) How much was produced?
(b) How much was sold and at what price?
Cc) How much each productive input (rang·

ing from seed and fertilizer through
hired labour)cost?

Cd) How many work-days did the person
and family members themselves pro
vide?

Theexercise also permitted description. in
the case of farmers. of the levels of factors
of production. including amount of arable
land. use of modem Inputs (fertlllzar, In
secticides, certified seeds). and reliance on
hired labour. Additionally. acceptable data
were obtained on levels of employment. In
one case Jn .Venezuela it was found, for
example, that the average farmer was
working only half time. thus indicating the

, degreeof disguised unempioyment.
In general. the degree to whlGb "factors of

production" needs are measul'8d may
depend on whether government policy
considers the income-generating activities
of the population to represent a need.
Clearly, however, a development strategy
based on an overall principle of distributive
justice would consider them a major area of
concern.

Measurementof service needs Is relatively
straightforward. What is observed first< is
availability (Does the service exist in the
area?). then access (can the beneficiaries
use the facility?). and finally use (Do the
beneficiaries actually use the service?). In'
practice, the indicators tend to be based on
avallabillty(such as d()ctors per 1~OOOpopu.
lation) rather than on use, which is a more'

, appropriate measure; but in some cases a'
more complex measurei)ased:Qn a combin~
'tlon of availability, access, and use is pre·
pared.

In one Latin American country. level of
neacHor madical services was measured by
determining whether a health centre was
within a one-hour walking distance, whether
it was constantly staffed. and, by asking a
sample of IndiVIduals about how many
families used the centre. However, in order
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to assure that a high level of use of the
health centre did not, In fact, reflect an unfa
vourablehealth situation, the measureof use
was modified to include the percentage of
use for preventive rather than curative Jreat·
ment. Naed was deemed to be higher where
there was (1) no health centre. (2) a centre
existed but was not constantly staffed, or(3)
centre users formed a low percentage of the
population and (4) use was mainly for·
curative rather than preventivetreatment.

Qualitative objective indicators are iess
common. By this Is meant indicators of the
quality of institutions of interest. There is,
however. a commonsense approach' which
can be followed, .es long as data are
aggregated by community. F!'l)r each institu
tion. such as hospitals. schools, credit
banks.and the like Whichaffect a basic mini
mum need area, it is pOssIble to makea qua-.
lltative rating based' on a number of
dimensions:

(a) What proportion of the Intended bene
, flciary population for the institution

actually use the institution?
(b) What propOrtion of the staff pOsitions

are flfled? What proportion of staff
meet minimum national standards?

(c) How close does the physical plant ap
proximate the national optimum?

(d) Where national norms exist. to what
extent~ beneficiaries achieve nation
al norms after using the Institution
(for. such activities as educational
attainment, heaith, orcredit-worthi
nese)?

Indicators .can be constructed for each
institution of interest to the'planner.

Measurement of subjective needs or pre
ference is Isss common. However. there are
now exampies of use of subj,ctlve measure
of job satisfaction as a part of employment
studies.19 as well as in the development of

.more refined measures of economic weI·
lare.20 DetsnriJnationof subjective
preferences has ,long been an aspect of
"motivation research" In advertising. Thus. a

19Ray Hom, "Social Indicators," pp. 488-89.
20Burkhard Strumpel. ed., EconomIc Means

for Human Needs: Social Indicators of Well·Bei1?!l
and Discontent(Ann Arbor: Survey Research cen
ter. Institute for Social Research. University of
MichIgan. 1916).
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certain experience has been accumulated,
although this type of measure has not often
been used for planning, especially in devel
oping countries. Common sense suggests
that subjective needs will vary considerably
over time and among places, so that mea
surement will have to make allowances for
this.

A simple approach would be to ask a sam
pie of people what they think they need.
Replies however may not be particularly
stable: in a drought, the perceived need
tends to be for water; if the next day there is
a cloudburst, the perceived need may well be
for flood control. Public opinion researchers
have frequently noted that, because
situational factors have strong influences on
opinions, the expressions of people in sim
ple opinion polls and attitude surveys have
tended to be poor predictors of behaviour.21

Measuring of preferences uS\.lally takes
the form of asking people to either (1) select
preferred items from a longer list or (2) make
paired comparisons. In the latter, two alter
natives, A and a,are presented in the form
"Do you prefer A or do you prefer a?" (Or,
"Is A a greater need or is a a greater need?")
Then, A and a each are compared with C.
In theory, it should be possible to estab
lish an order of preference, due to a pre
sumed intransitivity In the relationship, such
as A? a and B> C then A" C. Unfortunately,
in a reasonably large number of cases, this
type of relationship has been found not to be
intransitive and the phenomenon can be
observed that an individual may prefer A to B
and B to C, but also prefer C to A. It is sus
pected that one reason for this is that the
alternatives specified in the question may
stimulate the respondent to an answer which
he would not haveotherwise made. Thus, for
example, a respondent may never have
considered comparing· A and C, and the
question which poses the comparison may
suggest it for the first time. The problem that
the question Itself may suggest a preference
may help to explain why responses to
"forced-choice questions" are so poorly
related to behaviour.

21Milton Rokeach, "Attltude Change and Be
havior Change," Public Opinion Quarterly
30(1966); 529-50; Leon Festlnger, "Behavioral Sup
port for Opinion Change," PUblic Opinion Quar
terly 28(1964); 404·17.
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Forced-choice questioning has a further
disadvantage in that the depth of interest
about a given alternative as well as the
degree of information held about It, all of
which are important in determining whether
an Individual's concern will be translated
into behaviour, cannot be ascertained. What
can be learned is that some of a set of posed
alternatives are preferred in general, but not
the nature of that preference.

To avoid intrusive questions which them
selves suggest answers, some researchers
then explore the respondents' ability to think
about fundamental conditions. This method
has been used in a number of studies In dif
ferent countries, including &razil, Colombia,
Mexico, Panama. and Venezuela.22 The
procedure is to first ask, "What are the
principal problems facing this community?"
This identifies the universe of problems per
ceived by a respondent at any given time.
And, since needs can be expressed as
"problems," it represents his most perceived
need. If more than one problem is named, the
sequence then follows With, "Of these,
Which Is the most important?" This
identifies the most .satlent need, as
perceived by the respondent. Then, a
sequence of questions about this problem is
asked, including "What do you think is the
cause of this problem?" and "What do you
feel are the possible solutions for this prob
lem?" Since these latter questions are
problem specific, it is not feasible to deal
with their contents. Rather, the sequence
has been coded in order to establish the
degree to which the individual has "thought
through" the problem. It is felt that a
problem for which an individual can specify
both cause and potential solution is one
which is more "firm" than one about which
an Individual has not developed a set of
cognitions. ,A feeling of personal
powerlessness has been found to be closely
related to the degree to which an individual
is unable to fully Cleflne his most strongly felt
problem.23

-
22See for e5$ample, John R. Mathiason, "Pat·

terns of Powerlessness Among Urban Poor: To
wards the Useof Mass Communications for Rapid
Social Change," Studies In Comparative, Inter
national Development 7(1972): 64-84.

23lbid., pp. 75-76.
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TABLE 1. PERCEIVEDPROBLEMS IN CIUDAD GUAYANA

Problem
Per cent of Per cent of residents

residents (n=400) having opinion (n=3(4)

1. Lack of running water or sewers

2. Lack of pavement or street repairs

3. Inadequate garbage collection
4. Public order problems

5. Lack of various other public services"
6. Personal problems

28.7

19.8

8.0
8.0

10.7
0.5

75.7

37.8

26.0

10.5
10.5
14.3
0.0

100.0

"Lack of housing, telephones, electricity, etc. Nonegreater than 5 per cent.

Using this set of questions for each com
munity, it is possible to identify that group of
needs (expressed as problems) felt by a sub
stantial portion of the people liVing in the
community. It is also possible to determine
which of these has been cognitively devel
oped and therefore is likely to provoke be
haviour.

An example of the results obtained by this
procedure can be found in one study
Involved In the planning for Cludad Guayana,
a new city In Venezuela. The application of
the problem-solving se~uence to a sample of
lower·income residents found that the sub
jective needs were as given in table 1.

The perceived needs clustered around the
two items of community services and infra·
structure. The need receiving the highest
number of mentions was usually character
ized by having been thought through as
indicated by clear definition. It should be
noted, however, that the prIority reflected in
the popular perceptions detected in the
sample survey differed from those seen by
the planners stand, in fact, the conflict In
priorities had already produced some prob
lems between the planners and residents
of the city.

2. Whe,e to Measute

It would seem fhat the answer to the ques
tion, "Where should we measure needs?"
Is rather simple: needs must be observed at
the Individual level and aggregated. Most
existing social Indicators are of this type
such as measurement' of education by an
average number of years of study or percen
tage of children in a given age group who are

3S

In school. Clearly the individual is,
ultimately, the focus of development. It Is
thus "nsible to collect data from Individuals
and aggregate the responses as averages or
other descriptors of a given distribution.
Vital registration statistics, censuses, and
national 'sample surveys are usually
conducted and analysed on this basis.

Given that it Is possible to construct a new
regional data base with special surveys. it is
.worthwhlle considering whether the
standard method of collecting data from
such surveys-Individual interviews aggre
gated to produce group Information-Is the
best method to assess basic minimum
needs. For comprehensive planning, the
spatial dimension Is critical. But standard
surveys, when analysed, tenq' to produce
data not easily divisible into area data.
Analysis is typically based on artificially
defined analytical groups Whose
composition Is as much determined by the
number of data sets available (number of
Interviews) as by Information requirements.
Except for data on large urban areas, data
sets for given localities are often too small to
provide much useful analytical data about
any locality. particularly In terms oflndices
where two or more variables must be com
bined. To provide sufficient data using
customary techniques would dramatically
require increasing sample sizes, with an ae
compenying Increase In cost.

More importantly, however, standard ln
divldual·based surveys lack Information on
the critical "community" variable. /It.
community can be defined as a spatial varia
ble encompassing that number of people
who can Interact with each other
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consistently on a face-to-face basis. The
size, in this case, can vary from a small
village to a section of a city, depending on
tne pattern of interactions. The community
is the location of a number of important
non-individual factors required for planning.
These include local voluntary organizations,
leadership patterns, distribution of services
and their quality (such as education and
health), and such physical environmental
variables as transportation and
communlcatloin infrastructure. The import
ance of community and other Iocatlenal
variables in establishing social indicators for
local and intermediate levels has been
underscored by recent work of the United
Nations Research Institute for Social De
velopment (UNRISD).24

To measure basic minimum needs, the
community variable is Important for a
number of reasons. First, in determining
existing levels for need categories such as
education, health, and other aspects where
remedies are provided through government
services, It Is possible to estimate the quality
of the service at the community leveL
second, and more Important, data on
voluntary organizations and leadership can
Include Information on group preferences.
For the planner concerned with acceptabillty
of a plan, the preferences expressed by or
ganized groups and leaders may be more
important than the sum of average
preferences of Indlvlduals. This Is because
in expressed group preferences, the effect of
locaJ political power Is already taken Into
account, whereas an average of Indlvldual
preferences may not represent this. Whether
or not a preference Is firm enough to lead to
action depends on a number of factors, In
cluding the salience of the Issue (how
strongly it is felt) and the degree of
understanding involved. Individuals with
preferences may hold them weakly or with
little understanding, whereas when an Issue
reaches the level of an expressed group pre
ference, the salience and understanding of
an issue tend to be present. Moreover, it is
clear that the relatively more powerful in any
group tend to lead others and that the lead-

24UNRISD, The Measurement of Real Progress
at the Local Level (Geneva,1973)(Report no.73.3).
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ers' preference is therefore likely to be more
significant than that of the followers. This
type of weighting is, of course, lost in pre
ferences estimated by an average of individ
ual responses. .

Using the type of questions on problems
used to measure subjective needs, it Is
possible to ascertain those needs perceived
by community leaders, as well as formally
recognized by organizations. Obtaining this
information requires interviewing commun
ity leaders and, if possible, requesting the in
formation through meetings with the organi
zations. This latter practice was done in
Venezuela.25

It is quite possible that there will be a dis
crepancy between preferences expressed by
organized groups and those expressed by
individuals. If so, this is in Itself an important
indicator of possible political conflict within
the communities, that can assist the
planner in determining precisely which
needs' are basic. Indeed; where a discre
pancy exists, there Is a possibility of a
change in preferences as individual prefer
ences either change those of organized
groups or are moulded through the process
of participation.

In order to ensure that preferences are
adequately weighted for power factors and
provide essential spatial data for the
analysis of basic minimum needs, a model
based on data collection and analysis at the
community level has been developed and
applied in a number of countries, including
those previously Identified. In the approach
taken in these countries, the population to
be surveyed Is defined in terms of communi
ties, which are then to be classified (or
stratified, in technical terminology) into
types according to the dominant
characteristics of the region. A sample of
communities is then taken, which Is suffi
ciently large to assure that all major types of
communities in the region are represented.
Each cojnmunlty is then studied, both
through small-scale Individual surveys and
through in-depth Interviewing. Individual
responses are aggregated to the community
level and the data are used to further de-

25Cantro Nacional de Capaeitaci6n e Invest!
gaci6n Aplicada para al Desarrollo Regional y
Local, Estudlo Soefo-Eeonomfeo del Asenta
mtemo Csfesrs (Maracay, 1973).



scribe the communities. The community
dataarethen aggregatedto provide a region
al profile of communities. This "system of
community case studies" hasbeenusedasa
basis for continued collection of data on the
progressof developmentthrough sYStematic
restudies of the communities.

3. How to Measure

The method of a system of case studies
was adopted in order to obtain new data on
needs 'in the countries noted earlier in
responseto the question of how to measure
in such a way that data are available at a re
latively low cost, with generalization possi
ble according to spatial distribution In an
area, and that a basis for subsequent data
collection Is assured. A sample of
communities in a region Is required in order
to .reduce cost. The samples chosen are
based on a stratification method which
ensures that the communities selected will
be a representative sample of the types' of
ccmmuntties exiSting In the ~glon. In this
sampling the concern is to have as large a
number of different ccmmentttee as
resources permit. Within each community a
ratner small sample of indivldul'lls is taken,
also stratified to maximize the represente

.tlveness of the sample. However, the pre-
cision of the individual-level sample In each
community is not very high. The reasoning
behind this approachto sampling is that, for
planning purposes, the degree of precision
required at the community level is much
higher than at the individual level and, in
effect, there will be little direct aggregation
of the individual dataat the regional level.

In a state in Mexico, It was found that
major cultural factors of language and
religion, as well as factors of moderniza
tion, were reflected according to established"
subdistricts. A sample of thirty communi
ties was drawn from ten groups of subdis
tricts. A subsequent check of the reliability
of the sample found that it permitted estima
tion of a known factor within 5 per cent. This
,meant that planners could be reasonably
assured that the average taken from the
sample was probably within about 5 per cent
of the true valuein the entire population.

The procedure followeCl, once the system
of case studied was defined, was to collect
data on needs,as well as on other program
matic factors, In each of the communities.
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This was done by sending in teams of
interViewers to obtain information from
interviews with families, with leaders,or with
government officials, according to the type
of data required. It was found that a team of
five interviewers,· usually drawn out of
planning· units, training institutions, or line
agencies,could completely covera commun
ity in three days. Thirty communities would
require therefore aboutninety working days
for a team of five, or thirty working days for
three teams.

To avoid the problem of delays In having
data available due to tabulation at a central
place, In a number of countries tabulation
was made by field teams after each com
munity was surveyed, so that only thirty sets
of data had to be added up to provide
regional totals. In one country, It was
decided to process the information on a
computer, but software problems led
ultimately to a delay in data tabulation.·

As an end result of this processing, infor
mation is obtained which can provide a
profile of the communities in a given region;
this consists of four types of data which can
be used to identify basic minimum needs;

(a) data on the average magnitude and
rough distribution (quartiles, for exam
ple) by community of objective needs
measured at the individual level. For
example,one could assert, as was
done in a diagnostic evaluation for
planning a rural development pro
gramme In one country, that the mean
yearly net family income In the lowest
quarter of the communities was equi
valent to US$250, the mean in the high
est quarter was US$405, and in. the
median .community was US$200.0r,
alternatively, the percentage of fam
lIies who never visit a health centre
in the median community is 10 per
cent with a range from 90 per cent In
the lowest community to 0 per cent in
the highest community;

(b) data on the magnitude and rough dis
tribution according to communities
of objective needs measured at the
community level.. For example, data
are obtained which indicate that the
number of kilometres of paved road
in the median community is X, rang
ing from Y in the lowest to Z In the
highest;

(c) data on the average needs perceived
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by residents In communities based
on individual·level Interviews. For
example. one could develop state
ments such as, In X per cent of the

. communities the main· problem per
. celved individually is potable water;

(d) data on the needs perceived collective
ly (as expressed by leaders and organ
izations) by the communities In the
regiOn. For example, it would be possi
ble to as$ert that "Improved housing"
Is considered to be a major problem
In X per cent of the communities.

The four data sets can be further analysed
in order to establish (1)the set of basic mini
mum needs, (2).spatial distribution of mini
mum needs, and (3) the relationship among
needs as seen objectively and subjectively.
If it is assumed that basic minimum needs
are perceived externally and by the recipient
people, It Is possible to classify needs Into a
hierarchy. .

The most fundamental needs, perceived
as objectively requiring attCfltion, are· per
celved as needs In most o(i the communi
ties by Individuals and al~ perceived· as
needs by organizations. TJ:iese could be
defined as those needs which clearly require
maJor allocations of available resources..

Two Intermediate categories can also be
Identified. First are thoQe needs which are
Identified as critical by external observers
but which are not perceived either by
Individuals or by organizations· put are
noticeable by both. This constitutes a set of
needs for which perception can be created
within the region, since It Is already present
passively. A -second set of needs are those
which are not p,rcelved to be objectively
necessary but are perceived by both
individuals and their organizations to be
important. This constitutes a type of need
that probably has to be met regardiess of Its
economic Importance. Cases in which
popular perceptions lead to programmes of
investment in churches or temples in order
to alleviate a perceived nonmaterial, higher.
level need areexamples of this.

Finally, there exist those classes of needs
which are seen by only one of the three types
of observer. These constitute a reservoir of
areas for action or, If the objective case can
be made, those areas where a special effort
would have to be made to creatE'i.a popular
perception of needs before the programme
could oe-Implementett.

D. Fulth., WOlle 011 DataAcqull$1t1011
M.fltods

The method of data acquisition described
·aoove for measuring basic minimum needs
has been found useful in a number of coun
tries with different Inf.ormatlan
requirements. It would, however, not be
proper to suggest that·. this approach
represents the oniy way to measure basic
.minimum needs. Other methods, Including
those based on establishing regional in
formation systems within the context of 
routine data gathering through census, vital
registration, and sample surveys, may be
applicable, particularly where. time and
financial constraints are less stringent. ex
periences to date do suggest several firm
criteria for data acquisition, which would I>e
applicable regardless of method:

(a) Data should be acquired based on
some kind of spatial stratification to

, assure that the places where felt needs
exist can be identified with reasonable
accuracy;

. rb) Data obtained from Individuals should
be aggregated at the community level
to permit a spatial profile and their
integration with other community
level·data;

(eJ The data acquired should be designed
to be. compatible with future data ra-

- quirements so that, as a minimum, it
wUl be possible to show whether the..
needs Identified in the planning

. processhave beenmet.

There Is, in addition to these criteria, a
'POSsibility that· there has been far' more
acCeptance of the notion that popular'
participation In planning is useful for devel·
opment than there has been elaboration of
means by which this can be achieved. One
lesson of the method discussed here Is that
the process of datil' acquisition through a
system of community case studies Implies a
form of popular participation. This method
may, In Itself, serve as a vehicle for
_Stlmul~tlng greater pOpular participation,
since the key to partlcipalion In pl8J'!nlng Is
that the planners genuinely know what are
the people's·needs and priorities. Plannln~

based on obtaining Information on basic
minimum needs may, 'With little difficulty,
provide the basis for a broad·based popular
invoivement In the planning process. 0



IEPElected AsLead Institute For
ADIPA Research

The UP Institute of Environmental Plan
ning (IEP) was recently elected as lead Insti
tute for the research project on the topic,
"An Evaluation of Recent Policies and
Programs with Particular Referenceto Urban
Poor," during the Fourth Biennial General
Conference of the Association of Develop
ment Research andTraining Institute of Asia
and The Pacific (ADIPA) on October 8-13,
1979 In SeoUl, South Korea. A project
development meeting has already been
scheduled to be held In Bangkok, Thailand,
where the participating countries are
expected to discuss a common framework
for the study. The countries concerned,
aside from the Philippines, are Bangladesh,
Jndla,lndoneslaandThailand.
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Dr.Viloria Serves AsCritic In
International Confab ..

Dr. Leandro Viloria, dean of the UP Insti
tute of Environmental Planning, served as
one of the critics during the international
conference on "Methods and Strategy for
Integrated Development" held at Arion,
Belgium on September23-29. Over150scien
tists, educators, and decision-makers from
various countries attended this conference.
DifferelTt methodologies of solving complex
problems concerning the environment and
integrated development as well as practical
methods applicable to decision-making
werediscussed. Dean Viloria servedas critic
on "Integrated Development ani:l the En
vironment." .
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PL.ANNING NEWS

Four Filipinos Participata inSeminar OnPlanning ForLarge SEA Cities

Four in the seminar
on for South East Asian

Between and 1m-
plelllerttatlon: Pro,blems and held

Barlgk()K from 9 to
22. The were Leandro
Viloria and Athena Azarcon of Na-
thaniel von Einsiedel of and Jesse

of NHA. The seminar was
the German Foundation for

[)e\,elc::lpirlg Countries and the Asian Institute
of Featured in the seminar were

. pap8l'8 from SEA countries. Workshops,

discussions and field to various
proijects~-sIJCh as urban ren'ew~ll, industrial
estates, and low-income
heid. the centerence,
that the between plal:mlrtg
mentation South
countries was due in
of functions and lack
agenci13ls, the lack of QualifiEld pI9r~:>nnel

staff
agElncies, and the poor acceptability

because of its

De/9g81tes to the Seminsr on for are four FllifplJ'oS
namely:Dean Leandro A. Viloria second AZ~tfc(m (secondfrom

seated) both of Nathaniel von Elnsledel of /lAMe second and
Jesse of NHA from second row). Dr. Annette SoJ'Iirl1rJer (fourth from
se(~ondn)w)of DSEIs Seminarcoordinator.
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PLANNING NEWS

ASPAO Regional Conference HeldIn
Manila

The regional conference of the Asia and
the Pacific Region (ASPAC) on Human
Settlement Finance and Management was
held last June 5-11 at the Philippine Inter
national Convention Center. The conference
was well attended by planners from various
member countries.

In the conference, Prof. Jaime Nierras of
UP·IEP and the Ministry of Human Settle·
menta read a paper, "Appropriate Architec
ture for the Philippines." He stressed two
aspects of appropriate architecture for. the
Filipino: firstly, it seeks to effectively reS
pond to· the Filipino family's soeto-eulturel
activities and secondly, it extensively uses
readily available indigenous building mater
ials.

Archt_Jaime U.Nierras

MUAP Enrollment Reaches 106
\

One hundred and six students including
twoforeigners. enrolled at the Institute of En
vironmental Planning for the first semester
of school year 1979-1960. Of these, twenty
are recipients of scholarShip grants from
various government agencies, such as the
Armed Forces of the flhllipplnes, Ministry of
Public Works (Metro Manila Finance and
Delivery of Services Project), Department 01
Agrarian Reform and the' City Government of
Bagulo. ".
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NewGraduates

20 graduates will be conferred their
master's degree in Urban and Regional
Plannjng (MURP)at the U.P.graduation exer
cises on April 20, 1980. Twelve of the grad
uates finished their courses through the
regular two-year graduate program While
eight finished through the special 1().month
crash program. The graduates are: Arhleen
Aguilar, Hermlnlgildo Agustin, Apolonlo
Anota, Belen Anota, Josefina castro,
Angeline Chua Chiaco, Patricia Cordero,
ZSnonlda Dizon, Flordellza Gajeton, Zonla
Galvez, Proflrlo L1mpiada, Imelda L1ntag,
Graciano Malapira, Allee Reyes, Luvismindo
Rondael, Ronaldo Rogel, Victoria Santiago,
Federico Sugue, Edgardo Villena and
Florencio Wee.

Meanwhile, 31 trainees successfully'
finished the six-month non-degree Special
Course In Urban and Regional Planning
(SCURP) which was jointly sponsored by the
U.P.-PLANADES and the U.P.-lEP.

Fourth SOURP

The Fourth SCURP (Special Course in
Urban. and Regional Planning) began last
September 3 with 31 participants' from 13
various government agencies. The focus of
the training is on Integrated Rural Develop
ment with Tanza, Cavite as the laboratory
town. Among the government 'agencies r~

presented were SOT, SFD, NPC, HSRC,
NEDA (regional offices), Bureau of Lands,
MPH, MLGCD, MAR, MNR, Ministry. of
Agriculture, Office of the Mayor of Olongapo
and the Officeofthe Mayor of Tanza.

The six-month course aims to strengthen
the capability of govemment agencies and
private institutions involved in the planning
and management of rural development pro
grams and projects to support the new
policy orientation of the government which
is the development of the countryside.

The SCURPtraining director Is Mr. Emesto .
Serote. He will however be replaced by Prof.
Lita-Velmonte beginnmg Sept 16 because of
his study grant In the Netherlands.
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PLANNING NEWS

Prot. Zenaida A. Manalo shown In dark suit
above with other Humphrey tellows has been
cited as the first FUlplno Hubert H.
Humphrey North·South Fellow.

Alex CabanUla Is back tram Ketherlands
after comDletlng a Dost greduate course on
MultldlsclDllnary Investigation tor Develop
ment Planning.

ReneCerrief1a, third from left, front fOW, With
the other pertlalpents In, the International
Post-greduate Training Coulseln Eco~stem

Management.:
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21EP ProfessorsAttend Advanced
Courses Abroad.

Mr. Emasto Serota and Professor Zenaida
Manalo left recently for abroad to attend ad
vanced courses in planning. Mr. Serota.will
finish his Master of Science in Integrated
Surveys for Development Planning which he
started in Sept, 1979 at the International
Institute for Aertal Survey and Earth
Sciences In Enschede, .The Netherlands.
under a UNESCO grant. His present study
grant Is Jointlysponsored by the Netherlands
Fellowship Programme for Technical Co
operation and the Republic ot the PhOlp.
pines. He Is expected to finish 'In February
1981. '

Prof. Manalo will attend the Special Pro
gram' on Urban and Regional Studies,
(SPURS) at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology from Sept. 1919 to May 1980.
She is one of the 21 first group of scholars
under the Hubert H. Humphrey North·South
Fellowship Program.

Meanwhile, two other IEP staff members
returned from abroad after attending post
graduatecourses in two-European countries.
They. are -Renato Cerdef'la, 8enlor research
assistant and Alex Cabanlila, Instructor.
Mr. Cabanilia attended the course on Multi
disciplinary Investigation for Development
Planning for nine months at -the ITC In
Enschede, The Netherlands. He was a
recipient of a fellowship grant from the
Dutch government. Mr. Cerdel'ia participated
in the International Post-graduate Training
Course on· Ecosystem Management at the
TeChnic-at University of Dresden In' the
GermanDemocratic Republic.

Ernesto Serote to attend another advanceri'
course In pJanning researoh'broad..
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About the Contributors

Soed,latmoko is adviser to the Chairman of the
IndonesianNational DevelopmentPlanning Agency for Social
and Cultural Affairs. He was a member of his country's
delegation to the United Nations' and other international
conferences and organizations. From 1968-71, he acted as
Ambassador to the United States. Besides being an
International fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences and having been conferred an honorary doctorate
degree In Humane Letters by the Yale University and In Law
by the Cedar Crest College, he also received the 1978Ramon
MagsaysayAward for International Understanding in Manila.
His writing ability Is well-known, especially in the fields of
international politics, history, economic and social develop
ment, and culture. Several of his articles havebeenpublished
internationally. His most recent works Include: "National
Policy Implications of the Basic needs Model," paper
prepared for a semmar on the same topic organIZed by the
National Advisory Council for DevelopmentCooperation,The
Hague,on 24 February1978; "The Phild In DevelopmentPlan
ning," paper presented at the 24th re-union of National Com
mittees of UNICEFIn Europe, Brussels In April 1978; "Devel·
opment and Freedom," ~'Development and Human Needs,"
and "Development and Human Growth," for the Ishizaka
Memorial Lecture series In Tokyo, 1979;and "An Indonesian
Perspective on Security Trends In East Asia," a report
published for the Office of the Assistant Secretary of De
fense, International security Affairs, RandCorporiltion, Santa
Monica,USAIn 1979.

Emesto M. serote, an Instluctor in the Institute of En
vironmental Planning is currently on special detail abroad.
In 1978, he received a UNESCO grant to attend the post.
graduate course In Integrated Surveys for DevelopmentPlan
ning at the International Institute for Aerial Surveyand Earth
Sciences (ITC) In Enschede,The Netherlands. He came back
to complete his Master in Urban and Regional Planning
course In 1979. That same year, he was appointed Director of
Training of the Institute. He served for only a brief period in
this capacity because he had to go back to Netherlands for
his second scholarship; this time, the Dutch Ministry of De
velopment Cooperation Grant for the Advanced ProgrammeIn
Integrated Surveysat the ITC. Mr. Serote hopes to finish this
latter course byeariy 1981.
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TEN YEAR INDEX TO THE
PHILIPPINE PLANNING JOURNAL

1969·1979

Cynthia M. Alvarez
ResearchAssociate

Institute 01Environmental Planning
University ot tne Philippines

Introduction

Over the past ten years (1969-1979). the.
. Philippine Planning Journal has provided

both Information and insight to planning
students and practitioners alike. Recogniz
Ing that In the multidisciplinary field of urban
and regional planning we have made only
modest progress towards solving the prob
lem of Inadequate documentation. this sim
plified Index to the Philippine Planning Jour
nal Is being offered as an added feature of
this Issue.

The index Is envisioned to serve I"~ an
alerting tool to Ideas. concepts and pers
pectives on gut issues in Philippine Plan
ning. A five-year index to the journal ap
peared in 1973.To add compreh!lnslveness
In subject coverage. however. all articles
appearingIn the first five-yearperiod arealso
indexed in this compilation.

Alphabetically arranged entries provide
the user with the basic triple approach of
author. title and sublect to _the lIte!@ture
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indexed. Subject descriptors are disting
uished from the other entries by means.of
bold face type. The choice of subject des
criptors was dictated by the frequency of
use of these terms in planning circles. It was
also influenced. to some extent. by' the
Readers Guide to Periodical Literature. the
Index to Philippine Periodicals and other
published periodical Indexes.

This Ten-year index Is not Innovative; but
its use for indexing Information within the
sphere of Philippine planning Is. Its useful
ness can only be measured by the ease with
which Its users can gain access to required
information. Indeed. new Information In
urban. regional and.environmental planning
is only as available as It Is usefully stored.
retrieved and utilized for the furtherance of
knowledge. It Is therefore hoped that this
compilation. along with succeeding ten-year
indexes will enable users to keep abreast of
relevant information contained in the Philip
pine Planning Journal and trUly serve its
purpose In planning research.
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SAMPLE ENTRIES

Author Entry

author .. !

'Abad, Juliet'C. Integration J
of services at the r-'--------title
metropolitan level.

volume no. ~an_d .....@li=3=r1:e1j3gpCt. '75, date 01 issue
Issue no. ·f· I

-----------.-.+* inclusive pages
ntleEntry

title ---r Integration of services at the
l metropolitan level.

aulhor ,Juliet 9. Abad"au:.l;;1;;;;:;.... v_o_lu_m_e_n_o_.:nd issue no.

inclusive ~,Qct, '75.
pages

Subject Entry

'MetroPolitan Manlla'
Integration of services atJ-----..,title
the metropolitan level.

d 3 1 • volume no. and issue no
1 ct. '75,

inclusive +- --' ...1------------1'} date of issue
pages

Cross Reference.

See Reference

See Reference-note directing the user fromm one subject descriptor that
is not used to one that is used:

Greater Manila Area see Metropolitan Manila

Seealso Reference-a note alerting the user to other subject descriptors
for additional or related information:

CIties and Towns-Planning
see also Cities and Towns; City Planning;
Regional Planning etc.
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Abad, Juliet C. Integration of services at the
metropolitan level. 3(1): 31-38OCt'71

Access to urban water: social and institu
tional dimensions of an <environmental
Issue. Alan Rew.8(1): 4-16Oct'76

Administering regional development. Pro
serplna D.Tapales. 6(1}:'21-34 Oct'74

Agpalza, Adrienne A. [joint author] see Fir
mallno, Tlto C.

AGRARIANREFORM
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